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[EDITORIAL]
HAS POWERFUL INFLUENCE

Will Be First Annual Exhi
Editor
WM. O. FULLER
bition Of Knox County
Associate Editor
PRANK A WINSLOW
Camera Club
Subscriptions 63 00 per year payable
la advance; single copies three cents j The Knox County
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable
Camera Club will
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
hold Its flrst anThe Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab- j ual exhibition at
llahed and consolidat' d with the Oa- ,
zette In 1882 The Free Press was es the Rockland
tablish d ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Community Build
us name to the Tribune These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897
ing Friday and
Saturday Jan. 19 and 20.
The club, fome.ly known as the]
♦
A man without mirth ls like a
Fr.endly Foto Fans, has held exhi- I
••• wagon without springs
bi tions the past two years in con- 1
—
Henry Ward Beecher
junction w.th the Hobby Show, and
-----------------I this year, there being no hobby
Continue in prayer, and watch in show they have arranged for their
the same with thanksgiving. Col. own showing.
, There should be between 100 and
4:2.
-----------------150 mounted enlargements on ex
hibition. Exhibits from the Unlve.sity of Maine Camera Club, Colby
College Camera Club, Camera Craft
Club of Bangor and the Camera
Club of Utica. New York will sup1 plement the showing of the local
club members. Several other clubs j
have shown interest in showing at j
this exhibition and chances are ’
that the number of prints will be
greatly enlarged by the time of the
opening
I An especially interesting feature
will be the showing of color photos
and the projection of color trans
parencies. Some really splendid
work has been done along this line
by the club members and will prove
a highly interesting part of the ex
hibit.
Adm ssion to the exhibit will be
] free, and the public is invited to atI tend the showings which will open
'at 2 p. m. Friday and’ continue
' through afternoon and evening to
10.30 Saturday evening.
I The work of the club members
__
........
I covers a wide field, taking in marine

Greetings To The
Black Cat

Ming Toy, owned by Mrs. John H. |

,

.Andrews of Camden, sends them. I'*™. Portrait work, rural scenes,
-----------------! industrial photographs, pictures
Mrs. Alden Ulmer Sr., Mr. and ' taken in the homes of the members,
Mrs. Alton Brown, Mrs. Colby Moore childrens pictures, table top photogand Mr. Brown's mother, leave next raphy. all taken under many conMonday for a two weeks .tour of ]ddtions and various methods, all of
which, goes to make an exceptional
Florida.
ly interesting showing of the many
Pleasant Valley Orange will hold fields of amateur photography
its installation tonight *t 8 o'clock,1
-----------------Rubinstein Club will observe
at the hall at the head of Talbot
avenue. Deputy Lloyd Crockett of guest right Friday, at the Univer
North Haven will be the installing salist vestry, Mrs. Irene Walker
officer.
' having charge of the program. Her
paper will deal with "Early 19th
Century Music. ' Those' scheduled
to appear on the program are piano
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17 Clemice Preston, Dorothy Sherman. 1
Mabelle Strong, and Ruth Collemer.,
5.30 to 8.00 o'clock
piano
duo. Ruth Sanborn and Ber- j
ST. GEORGE GRANGE
th» Lua». piano quartette, Nettie ,
HALL
Averill, Faith Berry. Katherine,
Benefit
Keating and Esther Regers; vocal-,
"Madeline A Flora" Families
j :sts. Eva Greene, Lydia Storer. Net- j
{tie Frost, and Margaret Simmons; j
Tickets 35c; Children 15c
"reading. Beulah Ames.

BENEFIT SUPPER

It’s Easy To Stay Young Electrically
See how easily these Modem Servants prepare
BETTER MEALS WITH LESS WORK

at your 1940 Series of

ELECTRIC COOKING SCHOOLS
to be presented in

Attempt ls being made to publicize the work of Maine’s 101
Parent Teacher Associations and well it might because of the
important influence which such organizations have upon the
State’s educational progress. And ln this connection it will
interest many readers to know that the Nation has 27,111 such
groups, with an aggregate membership of 2.201,420 persons.
More than two and one-quarter million people devoting their
best efforts toward the education and care of the youth of
the country!
Their aims and work are ln two general fields. The first
Ls in understanding more clearly how boys and girls can be
guided to make the best growth in body, mind, character and
personality. Means to this end are in programs with com
petent speakers, study groups of parents and teachers under
an experienced leader, and a closer oo-operatlon between the
school and the home made possible by acquaintance and
fellowship. The Associations try to improve the facilities for
child growth by the provision of health work, safer recreation,
and desirable school materials. Dental and tonsil clinics,
glasses for underprivileged children, hot lunches at noon for
those who "take their dinner” have been made possible Safe
playgrounds, swings and teeters have been provided. Equip
ment has been furnished ranging from new pupil desks to
musical instruments for the school band.
Three factors control the success of any school system:
Funds, Faculty, Family, adequate financial support, a super
intendent and teachers of fine spirit and ability, and homes
which understand and co-operate. Maine is not a rich State
and expenditures per pupil are below the national average.
But an active Parent-Teacher Association can contribute much
to the effectiveness of the schools In any community through
appreciation of fine teaching and promotion of understanding
between the school and the home.
•

THREE CENTS A COPY

COUNTY DEBT INCREASED

on the stage of the

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
By Miss Ruth Cluff

JANUARY 18, 25, AND FEBRUARY 1

“THE BLACK CAT”

Would Have Shown Good Reduction But For
Camden and Warren Bridges

Knox County’s debt took an up regular expenses of the business,'
E. Stewart Orbeton,
ward bound last year with an in
Adin L. Hopkins,
crease of *11,569 over the figures of
Foy W. Brown,
1938. This should cause no appre
County Commissioners.
hension on the part of the voters
The condition of the county tax
however, as the increase is due to I for 1939 u
in the following
the *20,000 bond issue for bridges ! figures:
Valuation, *20,706,442; assessment,
In Camden and Warren. Value re
*50.90495;
paid, *25,123.76; unpaid,
ceived. In connection with their
*21,768.19.
annual report, completed yesterday,
The report of County Treasurer
|the commissioners say:
I. Lawton Bray, shows that the
I ’The County commissioners of cash balance at the beginning of the
(By The Roving Reporter)
Knox County present for your con- year was *6.795.32; the receipts were
*144,315.95;
the
payments
were
*106,alderation the annual report of your
164 08, leaving a cash balance Jan.
It did seem as if some of tlie i There will be no Nobel peace prize
finances
1, 1940. Of *14,947.18.
motorists were a bit careless yester- this year, and apparently there
’’The net debt has been increased
The county's liabilities are *80,- day when they drove 50 or 60 miles will not be much peace,
*11,568.23 during the past year. This 000; the assets, *36,715.37, and the an hour past helpless pedestrians,
Tlie two old four masted schoon
is due to th«. bond issue oi $20,000 net debt, *43,284 63.
burying them in slush.
ers which have been hauled up at
The bills of cost approved by the
to finance the cost of bridges in
I extend thanks to Ralph W.'the dock near
Wiscasset port
Camden and Warren. There have county commissioners amounted to
*27,712.58. Among the larger items
for the New Year.s eduion offlce for several years, are being
been savings in some departments.
_
....
i
, atsnn
°'
C°Urt' ,4O83; 01
Denver 'Colo.1 Bist which slrlpped of thelr
ll8mper by »
LTT
T
T C0St °r Munlclpal Court’ ,300,: exploits in a marvelous manner the ftrm of lunk doalers and 11
re? H
r ‘H county attorney's bms’ ««7;
prosperity of the Northwestren
0181 the huUa wU1 *
j prosperity _ _____ _____________ ,
tenance of the Court House has ifif ■» bills, *3774; medical examiner's 1KStates J Many years ago Horace beached m somo sultable place and
been about *8000 less than last bills, *450; cost of prisoners, *3817
u.a
Greely said: “Go West young man,’" burned for thc iron which they conWHAT OF THE C. C. C.T
year. Some departments have had maintenance and repair of Jail, but even y, far sij,hu,d Qre<,ley tain—These vessels are landmarks
a little higher expense this year. $2364; maintenance and repair of
----- -------------------------------------- '
What will Congress do with reference to the Civilian Con
never looked ahead to such riches (if It possible to call a vessel a landH0USe- M580; malntenance of, as are now represented by the agri- mark» upon which no traveler
servation Corps whose career is due to close ln 1943, unless its
«>nnty officers, $4179.
'cultural.
and mlneral across the long bridge falls to comlife is renewed. Borne of hls "alphabeticals" jangle a bit on
We hope that our handling of
Sheriff C. Earie Ludwick reported weallh of to<-e stat<,5
there ment.
the frayed nerves of the taxpayers, but the one which seems
nZ 1 and5
meet
T “ conunltmente
tbe county jail.
unemployment 'in
to have the most excuse for continuance is the C. C. C. The
Donald L. Karl brought to The
proval and assure you that every ef- 51 of them being from Rockland
late Robert Fechner, who directed this governmental agency
that part of the country is not easy Courier -Gazette office yesterday a
fort
is
being
made
to
reduce
the
Municipal
Court.
from its inception until his death last month, had prepared
to understand after one reads this
graashopper {or
Blaclt
hls annual report, showing that It had ln prospect enough
edition of the Denver Post. And
Cats
consumption
—
figuratively
public work to Justify its existence until 1990. Prospective
here's hoping that "Gabby" and hls
speaking The kind hearted postal
employment would not be sufficient to absorb all of the idle
good wife get their share of the
lett^’m tte'j«.“l^
youth of the country, he declared.
prosperity.
] the grasshopper's main idea seemed
| tc be an effort to ©scape through the
Shinier and still shinier grow the
perforated
top.
Grasshoppers!
WHO’S DOING THE FIBBING?
tops of those two bean barrels I1 Summer's most here.
which have been doing service at
After reading the war news and listening to the censored
Charles C. Tibbetts' store opposite
Mrs A J. Clark of Union who
remarks of the commentators the public probably wonders
Hotel
Rockland
for
53
years.
If
amds
in the poetical version of the
which of the nations is doing the tallest lying. The reports
Community Building was the told of how they had come here they had ears (which beans do not) Lord's Prayer, removed it for The
are so amazingly conflicting that somebody must be—well, be
about 30 years ago and of how thev'““ CCUW haVe assinUlatcd 8,1 °f ' Courier-Gazette from one of her
charitable, and call it mistaken.
scene Saturday night of a record- . a
’ u
n 0 h0 ,tie> 1 the Bean Barrel Club's oratory, 125 large scraDbooks At one time
...
klrKC scrapDooKS. ai one lime
took over
over old
old dllanirinteH
dilapidated t«™.
farms nn.4
and L.
I
breaking crowd of close to 1.000 took
they could balance the budget and Mrs. Clark had committed to memmade
them
into
the
modern
and
petgjie, who were there to witness
end the European War. Those and Ory nearly 300 poems and mono
efficient buildings that they are
BRIDGES COST MONEY
problems of even greater import icgues from this coiiectioB, some
tn exceptionally fine program put today.
are solved there every night.
The county commissioners and county treasurer submitted
of great length. The volume from
on by the Finnish Committee of
He told of what an asset the Fin
their annual reports yesterday, and it will surprise nobody
which she removed the Lord's Prayer
Rockland and vicinity.
nish people are to this Community.
I don t know when I have been poem would perhaps, even now. with
familiar with the facts to learn that there has been a substan
The highlight of the evening's He gave much credit to the Finns
gave„,ucn crea.t to tnenm» ' more phased to see anybody than
pocms carerullv removed he a thine
tial increase in the bonded indebtedness—*11,569 to be exact.
program was Col. Edwin S Cooper, and there canbeno doubtbut what
t was when , met p-'u
„
“refully removed, be a thing
There are no complexities about the explanation. The
„
_________________
....
1
aas
wnen
1
mel
mank
H
Of joy to an autograph collector as
DSC., who gave one of the most it was credit that was due to them
lOrampi Wilbur of Camden on itis a Hotel Register (Thorndike)
county was obliged to contribute its share toward the new and
interesting speeches on Finland
8 T. Constantine, conductor of Main street Saturday. Mr. Wilbur of 1885 solld fu], of
expensive bridges at Warren and Camden and to meet that
that Rockland has ever had an op the Knox County Men s Chorus next
has been laid up for some weeks as
0
expense it was necessary to float a $20,000 bond issue. Other
portunity to hear. His lecture was come forth and sang these vocal
the
result
of
an
accident
but
barOne
year
ago:
State Master
wise the commissioners would have been able to show their
accompanied by motion pictures in solos: "The Vale of Dreams" by
ring a bit of unsteadiness on hls Ardine Richardson installed the ofcustomary reduction—or a little better, as a matter of fact.
color which made it doubly inter Schmed. "La Spagnold" by Bolero
"plns," is almost as good as new. floers of Limerock Valley Pomona
The Republican county commissioners, E. Stewart Orbeton.
esting to the listeners. His talk and "Finlandia by Sibelius. His
Oramp Wilbur is one of the three and Penobscot View Grange —
Adin L. Hopkins and Foy W. Brown, have made a most envi
dwelt on the beautiful buildings of selections and renditions were met
survivors of the Rockland baseball George H. Noyes, 37. died from the
able record in the handling of county affairs and deserve tlie
Finland, the cleanliness of the with appreciation by the audience,
team pictured in The Courier- effects of an automobile accident._
commendation of all taxpayers.
cities, towns and their residents, the j The program was brought to a
Gazette
recently, and since his re- Mr and Mrs. Alden Hayden, forwonderful and numerous lakes, and ] C]ose by Miss Raychel Emerson of
tirement frem the diamond has not merly ol Rockland, celebrated their
the mid-night sun during the sum New York and Warren who charm
missed many games that it was pos- 63d wedding anniversary at MedSOON WE WILL KNOW
mer.
ingly sang “At Dawning" by Cad- slble for him to see
ford Hillside, Mass.
Seeing all these wonders of Fin man. "The Old Refrain" by Kreisler
The United States News, an Independent weekly published
land by use of the motion film and and “Until" by Sanderson. Her de
by David Lawrence, says that President Roosevelt will an
being able to also see the scenes in lightful voice was much enjoyed.
nounce Jan 20, that he does not choose to seek a third term.
their own true colors made it diffi
Now what does Walter Winchell say?
The master of ceremonies was
cult to comprehend that anyone none other than the popular Al
Bernard Shaw was wonderfully por- would want to destroy such beauty. bert McCarty, who carried out his
A lively contest is promised for student at Rockland High School,
trayed. Her clear diction, expres- j Nevertheless, that is what the Rus- part in his own pleasing way and
the title of Snow 'Bowl Queen for daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hervey C.
.
.
.
j_ isians are today doing to Finland.
added much to the program.
sive voice and hands, and dynamic
Member* and Many Gue»ts
. .................... ..... . ~ I Truly, each and everyone was much Following the program coffee 1940, and four well known Rockland Allen; Miss Norma Havener, of 305
Fascinated By Charm Of personallty made the play Uve ln pleased with Col. Cooper's talk and cake and the famous Pinn^, cof.' girls are ln the running in the con- Broadway, employed part time at
A (wvmaivu
^axa.aaaa
intrnductinn
___ ___ -a__ -a__________ __ __ 1 our memories. Her Introduction pictures, and no doubt many went)
bread was served by Finnish test which started last Saturday. Mansfield's, daughter ot Mr. and
There will be IL5 entrants in this Mrs. Francis E. Havener; Shirley
Mrs. Talbot,
Reader
____
aroused interest at once as It con- away knowing more about Finlandwomen of
this vicinity dressed ln
year’s battle for Snow Bowl queen Stickney, 84 Broad street, backed by
Guest Day of the Methebesec nected the play with our study oi than they had known when they ar- their bright Finnish costumes. The with five from Camden, four from the Rockland Ski Gulls, daughter of
rived.
Finnish Coffee Service was under Rockland, two from Belfast, one Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stickney,
Club proved to be a rare treat for Franc^
Col. Cooper was Introduced by his the supervtson of Mrs. Emil Rivers from Thomaston, one from Union,
thore present. Forty-five members.
« must have taken a good deal of
with this fine lot of young ladies
with their guests? nearly f'llled the tlm« t0 memorize so perfeeby this Wend. Hon. Sumner Sewall of Bath, General dancing was then enjoyed and one from Warren.
representing the city of Rockland,
vestry of the Universalist Church. P’8? and we full>' appreciate how who is the president of the Senate by all, with musicfurnished by the
The Rockland contestants. are
much interest is expected ln the conArtistic decorations made the vestry much of her time, energy and ar-]at Augusta. They saw service to- Lime City Five.
Miss Evelyn Willis,9 Robinson street, test. Many citizens in the city of
very attractive—tapestries, remind- tlstlc Jtbhity Mrs. Talbot gave us gether in the World War in France.] The proceeds of the entertainment a student in
Rockland High Rockland are backing these young
ing the members of their recent that afternoon. We will not soon
Mayor "Edward R Veazie, started have not as yet been determined School, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ladles, and votes may be cast at
study of the chateaux of France; for8et
I. B. W.
the program off in hls own inimit- but as soon as the accounts are fig- Stephen R. Willis; Miss Patricia Chisholm's Spa, Crie Hardware, and
paisley shawls on the pianos; sprays :
------------------"able fashion' speaking about the ured, the amount of profit will ap- Allen, residence. Copper Kettle, a Chisholm's, 438 Main street.
Stockholders in five Maine cities Finnish people of Knox Oounty. He pear in this paper —H R. H.
of real forsythia on one piano and
a charming' bouquet of acacia and
tcwns were deluded ln a list of
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
AURORA INSTALLATION
INJURED AT SNOW BOWL
iriis, or fleur-de-lis, the flower of 286 stockholders in the MassachuPeters Church will give a public
France, also real, on the other piano, i *“* horse and do« racln« Industry
supper Saturday night, from 5 to 7
The officers of Aurora Lodge,
Rupert Braley, 13, son of Mr. and Sch. Emma Cut* Way Into ln lhe undercroft, under the chair
added their beauty to the scene and |
public
the Massachusetts
Perry Wharf For Vinal- manship of Mrs. Josephine Perry,
embroideries from abroad and rugs State Racing Commission under a ] F.A.M., will be Installed tomorrow Mrs. Estin Bralcy of Lincolnville
ruling by Attorney General Dever, night by Rt. Wor. Ralph P. Stahl. ■ avenue, Belfast, narrowly escaped
completed the picture.
haven Fuel
Assisting her are Mrs. John Thomas,
____
, Mrs. George Haskell, Miss Margaret
Mrs. Pauline Graham Talbot of according to United Press dis DD.O.M., assisted by Rt. Wor. .serious injury at the Camden snow
Reporting a serious coal shortage Culley, and Mrs. Alton Decrow,
Portland and Rockland was guest patches. All the Maine stockholders Bro. Elbert G. Moulton as grand bowl Saturday afternoon when the
reader. She looked very beautiful owned shares
the E"**™ State marshal and Rt. Wor. Bro. George ' toboggan on which he and Ann at Vinalhaven the two-masted MLss Louise McIntosh will have
in a formal afternoon gown of dusty i Racin« Association, which operates W. Scott as grand chaplain. The Piper, yoilng daughter of Mr. and schponerEmmaarrived from that (’barg<' ot the dining-room and Miss
rose crepe with a corsage of roses. the Suffolk Downs horse race track new officers, elect and appointed Mrs. Lewis Piper of High street, j
Saturday nlght and docked at
.UCtaT
The difficult play “Saint Joan" by at East Boston- Among them was are: Worshipful master, Martin S. I were riding on the slide collided „
. . .
..
MLss Mar} Perry a ill conduct a sale
________________________________ |H. Emest Keywood, a Rockland
of candy, the proceeds to go to the
Graves; senior warden, Roland O. with a truck with a snow plow at- Perr5' s4:081 wharf Theweathcr
[ bond salesman
Rackliff; Junior warden, Lloyd E. tached. The boy managed to save ]was 100 rou?h for loading yester- ] Bowdoin summer conference.
------------------Daniels; treasurer, Wor. Ralph U. Ann, but, himself crashed Into the day, but today the craft Ls taking
A drill of the Patriarchal degree
Clark; secretary Milton M. Oriffin; truck. He received many cuts and on about 200 tons and will be back | YOUR FAVORITE POEM
wiU be held at Odd Fellows hall to
_____
chaplain, Herman R. Wlnchen- bruises. After being treated in at the island with the needed fuel I
morrow night. All members are
ff I had my life to live again I
baugh; marshal. Winfield L. Chatto; Camden, he was taken by ambu as soon as the trip can be made.
would have made a rule to read some
urged to be present.
It was not an easy matter to get poetry and listen to some music at
senior deacon, Leland W. Drink- lance to the Waldo County Oeneral
J. A. MacDonald of the
least eOce a week The loss of these
water; junior deacon, Wilbur A. hospital in Belfast and then taken into the coal wharf Saturday night, tastes
ls a loss of happiness - Charles
Fogg; senior steward, Roy E. Dan to his home. X-rays were taken, as 10-inch ice had to be broken first. Darwin
THERE IS NO DEATH
Busines* Opportunity
Capt. Greenlaw reported that the
ielson; junior steward, Cecil E. but no broken bones were shown.
PORTLAND, MAINE
I tell you there ls no death.
explosion
of
an
oil
lamp
in
the
The
girl
was
uninjured.
will be at the
Murphy; organist, Albert C. Jones;
Thoy live and breathe with you.
The business, fixtures, equip
cabin had caused considerable dam They walk now here at your side
HOTEL ROCKLAND
ment. machinery and good will of tyler, Alfred L. Church A male
They tell you things are true.
Fr. Cummings, St. Bernard’s cu age to the house, besides burning Why dream of poppled, sod
the Acetylene Welding, Machinist quartet will furnish music.
When you can feel their breath
Wednesday, January 17
ind Blacksmith Business conductrate, who has been a patient at the main sheet.
When flower and soul and Ood
id at 4 Water St., Rockland, by the
From 10.30 A. M. Till 9.00 P. M.
Knows
there la no death.
All in all it ts getting to be rather
The Community Trojans and Knox Hospital since being injured
late R. A. Gooch Is For Sale at
an
eventful
trip
for
the
two-sticker.
I
tell
you
they have not died.
ln
an
automobile
acccident,
left
Bantams
will
entertain
the
Belfast
You are Invited to aee and try
a Very Reasonable Price.
Their hands clasp yours and mine.
the newest of hearing aids with
Boys' Club Wednesday night at Sunday for his former home ln
They
are
now
but glorified.
Property may be seen at any
out any obligation. For appointThey have become divine
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Philbrook of
Community Building, with two fast Cambridge, Mass.. Complete recov
time.
Write
MRS.
R.
A.
GOOCH.
They
live,
they
know, they see.
tnent, write HOWARD W. BEALE,
They shout with every breath
Long Cove, or phone The Courierbasketball games on the schedule. ery, it is isald, will be a matter of Matlnicus left Sunday for Boston
Friendship, Maine, or call at the
"Alt Is Eternal Life!
Gazette, telephone 770.
There will also be a ping pong considerable time, owing to a leg to attend the funeral of Leonard
Corner Drug Store.
There la no death."
••I match.
7-lt
H.
Rhodes.
Injury.
—Gordon JohMtoao
,

A LECTURE ON FINLAND

Col. Edwin S. Cooper, D. S. C., Gives Illustrated
Talk—Proceeds For Finnish Relief

FOR SNOW BOWL QUEEN

Methebesec Club

Attendance Prize to be Given Away at February 1 School, based
on total attendance of all three schools
EVERYONE CORDIALLY INVITED—ALL FOOD GIVEN AWAY

CENT
POWl

HARD OF
HEARING

Sonotooe Maine Co.

THURSDAYS AT 2.00 P. M.

INE
MPAHY
7T13

Issue

Volume 95.....................Number 7.

A Coal Shortage

OUR NEW ELECTRIC KITCHEN

Tuesday

1

The Courier-Gazette

Every-OtHer-Day
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Harcfing’s Hat In

Student Horoscope

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland Boys and Girls
Predict—Baseball Cham
pionship, Says One

At The High School

OM THE LOCAL COURT

j

MADE IT THREE STRAIGHT
Rockland High Scores a Victory Over Thomas
ton By a Single Point

Thomaston 34
G.
Staples, If.............. o
Estes, If ......
0
Suomela, rf........... 7
Miller, c ................. 7
H. Sawyer, lg........ 0
Verge, lg................ o
, D. Sawyer ,rg........ 0

F.
2
0
1
1
0
0
2

PUs.
2
0
15
15
0
0
2

3everal students have ventured a
horcicope for 1940 Here are some
By The Pupils
of their prophesies:
In a thrill-packed game that il plenty tougl, for tlie teams on
Totals .............. 14
34
I believe the girls' track team
wasn't decided until the final whistle their schedule. Rcckland probably 1 Referee. Wotton.
Last week's statistician, Priscilla
which will be organized by the
sounded. Roca.and High boys won played the oest ball they have played
Brazier, has had the stupendous job
Girls Athletic Association for the
its third consecutive game In the ' this reason, and although somewhat
The Thcmaston girls went Into
ol compiling a list of the sons and
first time this year will prove a real
Knox-Lincoln league Saturday night i handicapped in the beginning by the
first
place in the league by topping
daughters, now in school, of Rock
by the scant margin oT 35 to 34! sics of Thomaston gym, played a
event in sports.—Fannie Copeland
land High School graduates. The
the
Rockland
girls 41 to 39, putting
over their old arch rival. Thomaston. | good game.
Thai junior class play. "Profeslist comprises 18 percent of tlie
Rockland
in
second
place tied with
Rockland
jumped
into
an
early
'
Don
Cates
l-d
hls
team
in
sccrsct. ■ow Could You?" is going to
present enrollment of 485 and num
lead at the beginning of the first ing and played a fine fiaor game, Camden.
be a great success because its title
bers 86
quarter and at the half time was along
with Winchenbach and
will attract the. crowd, and people
Leigh and Richard Barnard, sons
leading by seven points. Thomas- i Heald, ari in the back court Mike
always like to s:e new faces on the
of Clarence E Barnard. 19<M
ton came back in th? second half, McCenchlc and Clar. nee Butler
stage—Helmi Lehto
however. and with Suomela and look very good.
Virginia Bowley. daughter of
About report cards, they are un
Tlie second 19-strlng match beMiller dropping them in. began to
Rockland's victory Saturday night
Doris S Payson. 1915
predictable. all you can do is hope,
tough
for
the
lime
city
i
keeps
them
in
front
in
the
league
t
*
ren'Or()'er and Chatto went like
make it
ar.d pray.—Pauline Carroll
Perry and Nancy Howard, child
The lead changed hands s?v- standing. but Friday night Rock1P 111.President Clevelands
boys.
Graduation ceremonies will surren of Esther Perry. 1916.
7JT'
“
eral times, but finally Winchenbach land will entertain the Camden out- ’“"TT
Frank F Harding, recorder of the Pass al1 others this year tf the
Madeline Hurd, daughter of Mar
.
. .
of 2137 pins, while Chatto is trailing
and Cates got their eye for the fit at community building, and when wjth
Las( ,
Orow
Rockland Municipal Court, Is clr- graduates march to the tune of
garet A. Sullivan, 1900.
basket, and, Rockland
„
, slowly began
T n,ee:-a’*tWng seven century strings, and was high
dilating
primary
papers
as
a
candl"Stars
anti
Stripes
Forever
instead
Knott Rankin, son of Lucy A.
creeping ahead and with just two can happen. The scores:
date for the county attorney noml- cf the usual "Flag of Victory" march
with 135. Chatto rolled flve cenYoung, 1911.
minutes remaining, Rockland had
Rcckland 35
nation. He was appointed recorder —Russell Williamson
, tury strings. The score:
Margaret and Alice Havener,
a five-point lead.
G.
p- Pts Grover—
shortly after his admission to the Looking at the Senior class and
daughters of Francis E. Havener,
Thomaston fought hard and' came Cates, If .............. C
1
13
135 103 103 114 94 95 100 96 135 125
Knox Bar.
considering their past achievements
1912.
within one point of tying up the Heald. rf ............... 3
1
7;
Total 1070
-----------------I believe that every member this
1 Harrington, c........ 0
Clarence deRochemont, son of
score when th? whistle sounded.
0
0 Chatto—
year will receive a diploma—Elmer
Thomaston showed great improve- Wbach. c ............. 4
Lena F. Fogg. 1899
1
9
1C7 104 88 108 99 101 89 89 85 113
Pinkham
ment since the night of the game Page, c .................. 0
0
0
Total. 993
Douglas Cooper, son of Lenora S.
Because of the cast, and its di
with Rockport, and with Suamela | Butter, lg .............. 1
0
2
-------------rector, and the wide-awake com
Kenniston. 1902.
and Miller clicking as tliey did Sat- j McConchie. rg...... 2
0
4
Tne United States imported 830,mittees of the junior class play. I
Walter Butler, son of Walter H.
urday night, the "Pekcs' will make 1 Totals ................. 16
3
35 000,000 worth ofbananas in 1938.
predict it will be a play of the dec
Butler. 1905. and Ann C. Oav. 19<n.
ade—Ruth Goldberg
Dorothy Baum, daughter of Flora
"Highlite" popularity will, reach a
M. Jackson. 1912.
By
new peak this year, because of its
Jeanette Shannon, daughter of
RUTH WARD pictures—Harold Tolman
Mabel F. Burton. 1918
Rockland High shculd take KnoxBarbara Lassell and Ruth Graves,
Three maiches were held last Lincoln track meet by more than 11
daughters of Beulah E Simmons.
week, Sylvesters team winning five points next spring —Kenneth Low1918.
Donald Fogg, son of Doris B points front McKinney s, the High Summer vacation will still be the
School winning four points to Me- best event of the school year —WilPerry. 1913
Douglas Perry, son of Frances H Rae's one. and Thomaston winning liam Mack
Because this school is brimful of
Paladino. 1913
four from Soule’s team.
— Phot'> Bj Earle Dow
good showmanship talent. I forecast
Mart Sweeney, daughter of Emma
Sylvester 151
Arlene Hill and Gerry Norton, who play center on Rockland High
Bradbury ...... .... 77 84 87—248
E. Moulalson 1918
John Wiley, son of Ruth M D. Rialiard-on __ 87 78 97—262
rod that is plenty long and limber
M. Richardson ..... 90 84 83—267
Heard. 1920
enough for good sport.
• • • •
Charles Carr, son of Grace M Whitten ......... .... 79 79 85—243
Sylvester ....... ..... 76 79 86—241
Rowell. 1913
The annual meeting of the FedI believe the Queen of the Winter
Jeanette Carter. daughter of
Prcf. C. M Aldous of the Uni- crated Sportsmen’s Clubs of Maine
4.0 404 433-1251 larnival at the Snow Bcwl will versity of Maine wildlife research
Grace A Staples. 1930
being held at the State House,
• • • •
1 ime from Rockland.—Janet Shan- unj( recently announced that the today
Foity-one local and secLeona Wellman. daughter of
McKinney lO)
Olive A. Haraden, 1923
)n
average Maine buck deer weighed tonal sportsmen's clubs with an
Green ............. ..... 67 84 72—223 George Wood predicts that the 147g pcUnds and the average doe estimated membership of 7.COO arc
Flanagan ----- __ 80 87 86—253
A. Brewster. 1916.
HS. orchestra will receive the 103 pounds. Tne former is 389 imitated with the Federation. InDonald Brewster, son of Donald McIntosh ....... .... 74 76 74—224 ist rating of any in this district at inches tall at the shoulder and the cidentally there ai'e 89 active fish
Barnard ........ __ 81 72 89
®—242
-T- the annual music festival which is latter 33.2 inches. This results in ail(j game organizations in the state
McKinney
.... 78 76 82—234 to be held in Waterville this year a grand average of 125 pounds in which helps explain why one out of
Rappleyc, 1921
John Duff, son of Kathleen Lahy.
.
Outdo Fiore, who has lived ln weight and 37 inches in height for cvery flVe persons in the state buys
380 395 403-1178 New York City. believes that the Maine whttetails Aroostock county a hunting and fishing licence each
1909
Nancy Parker, daughter of Ger
trip made by the school this year bucks weighing 151 <5 topped "111 year.
High school ill
to the Worlds Fair will be a greater others in the state.
• . • •
trude C. Savtlle. 1922
68 89 72—229
1 Gross ..........
success than last year because there
Linwood Young, son of Marion E. Gamage
Prof Aidcus who co-operates close The Bailey Island Tuna Club ls
87 81 99—267
will be many improvements and ly with the Fish and Game Depart already laying plans for summer
Thayer, 1923.
Ie. wjiiu, .
81 92 76-248
additions. In his opinion the Italian ment arrived at his figures after and is flirting with the idea of
Edith and Harriet Clark, daugh lv. Willis
...... 72 102 95 260
building is best, and the amusement a three-year survey of the deer [staging an International tournaters of Ralph U. Clark. 1910 and Ward
...... 85 101 94—280
section, and Frank Buck in person. kil!
Vincie M. Trask. 1913.
Weights and measurements ment similar to that which has been
If the skiing turns out the way were taken at key inspection sta- held fcr several seasons in Nova
Robert and Louise Smith, child
393 465 436-1294
it did last Saturday. I don't pre tions in the various counties and Scotia. If the war continues the1
ren of Ralph A. Smith. 1914 and
McRae ill
dict
much success for skiing at many thousands of the dead ani- Bailey boys feel that they have the
Lola M Lakeman. 1916
86-274
'
| McRae
........ 106 82
Rockland High. Most of us could mals were examined
Elizabeth Shapiro, daughter of j Bird ........... ......... 83 75
1 logical spot for renewal of the corn85-243
hardly walk on skis, let alone going
Samuel 8 Shapiro. 1908
Awhile ago the Fish and Game , Petition. Rev Jim Herrick, secreEstes .......... ........ 82 76 89-247
up hills and sliding down. The Department announced tlie tctal 1tarj’ cf the clul) has figured that
Ronald Lufkin, son of Willis R McLoon
62 74 72—218
SHREDDED
people who were successful were deer kill for 1939 to be 19.187. County the’fish taken off Bailey Island last
Lufkin. 1919.
Tripp ...... ......... 106 76 90-272
:o 9*
DUNHAM'S COCOANUT
people who had skied before May
totals compiled later were: Andro- season averaged 447 pounds in
be in 1941 the skiing will be better. ^coggln, 143; Aioostook. 1741: Cum- we;8ht Several r.ew boats are beof Wilbur S. Cross, 1902. and Minnie ;
439 383 422-1244
PKGS 19*
QUAKER CORN MEAL . . .
—Ruth Nichols
E Achorn. 1902
torland. 536; Franklin. 934; Han- l!,8 budt for charter purposes,
•
•
8
•
I
predict
that
in
a
year
’
s
time,
Raymond O’Brien, son of William '
Thomaston 141
ccck. 1904; Kennebec. 297; Knox. I
L. OBnen 1921 and Gladys M Doherty
2kgs17<
.. 79 103 94—276 typewriting will be a major sub- 127; Lincoln. 206: Oxford. 122; Scbago Lake will receive 174.000
CONFECTIONERY SUGAR DOMINO
Tyler. 1923.
Lakeman
76 £5 84—245
Penobscot. 3648; Piscataquis, 951; fish frc™ *ute •carln* stations this
Joseph Lamb, son of Arthur F. ! O. Feyler
79 83 93-255
Sagadahoc. 97; Somerset. 1549; Wal- 5'ear’ the Pontings including 88,000
I<amb. 1907 and Helen B. Wise. 1907 Stct'on
.. 76 85
ido, 451; Washington. 4565 and York. Jvar and a half cld RaImon and 86,I think that the special assemblies 756 Penobscot showed the biggest 800 fcur t0 six ^ch trout. Of 18.0C9
Cynthia MacAlmon. daughter of I Kelley
110 82 94-286
are going to be more popular this gain w ith 984 over the previous year !salmon relwtd recently many
Marguerite T. Gregory 1914
1 LB CAN
Ruth and Jane Packard, daugh
430 438 432-1290 ■vear lban ever because more stu- •while Washington was a close sec- were nine to 19 inches long and
I dents are buying activity tickets
ters of Gladys T. French. 1918
Soule 111
none under six Research experts
cond with a gain of 899
James, Minnie, and Evie Smith, Miller
........ R3 77 80—240
have estimated that the lake should
, The Fish and Game Department
children of Bertie F. Smith. 1909
Sleeper
........ 93 71 76-240
receive approximately 200.000 fish
jalrb17<
GENERAL KNOX PEANUT BUTTtR
I
is
much
disturbed
over
evidence
Bertram Snow, son of Walter E. Kent ..........
a year.
97 70 85-252 It looks as if the girls would get
Quint ......... ........ 79 75 82-226
Snow, 1907.
LB
,LB
19c
SUNSWEET PRUNES TENDERIZED
they keep on the way they liberated pheasants. Near China Although it is an off season for
Dudley Harvey, son of Emma R. Soule .......... ........ 79 89 92- 2601j year
PKG
the
other
day
18
leg
bands
were
hunting
and
fishing
members
of
the
arc
going
ithey
have
won
all
their
Coveil, 1912.
1 ud MINCEMEAT
ALL
431 383 415-1228 barnes so fari and if the student found in a fox den and at Great warden force arc still plenty busy.
Kendrick and Miriam Dorman,
PUMPKIN
ONE PIE COMB. 11 cm
FOR 19*
Works a warden discovered where Major Lester Brown who acts as
CM SQUASH
==========
body
gives
them
the
same
cheering
children of Christine M. Marshall.
Reynard had don? away with 19 , chief of the force says that wardens
1516
Ritchie Linnell. son of Sara E. support.—Marion Harrington
The
Home
Economics
Club
will
ir‘ore of ‘he birds. Tlie deoartment 1 who aren't occupied with taking
Edwin Jones, son of Lucius E. Hull, 1914.
become
one
of
the
most
popular
rec*ue -ta ail c.tizens to feed hungry care cf wild birds and animals durlb
HOT
Jones. 1912 and Sabra M. Hatch.
Marion Lucille Connon. daughter
BISCUIT
clubs of this school. I believe, due to ’Pheasants which maj be seen [ng the winter weather have plenty
1914.
of Marion E. Perry. 1910
PKG
|
TIME
around their property.
;o do in investigating various cases
Richard Rising, son of Everett
Nathalie and Howard Edwards, many new members who show great
Incidentally the Department is,that they had to temporarily over
Rising, 1924 and Myotis Joyce, 1925. children of Corinne A. Howard. 1907 interest in the activities.—Pauline
holding 2.000 mature pheasants , look during the hunting season. One
Kent Glover, son of Georgia F.
Patricia Allen, daughter of Beulah Beal
J6b£tz 23c
In baseball. Rockland will have through tljc winter at the Gray j warden, Roy Gray of Stratton, is
TOMATO JUICE COLLEGE INN
.
H. Lawty, 1907
Wiggin, 1893.
■
William and David Bicknell, sons a gcod s'"0"’ but St. George will, Gam? Farm for spring liberating, .‘pending plenty of time killing bob-1
Estelle Jackson, daughter of
ltco But 1 pick Rockland to win It is predicted that these birds will cats in his territory and has taken I
Samuel T. Jackson. 1918 and Mary of Lorita Kenniston, 1910.
r.E^i9<
PEPPS AND CHECKS OLD FASHIONED
Luke
and
Wilbur
Dorr,
sons
of
;,hc championship.—Donald Kalloch prOf uce fronl ci8|’1 *° 10 000 Young .cveral to date this year.
L. Putnam, 1921.
during
the
spring
and
summer.
'
-----------------Everett, Ruth, and Pauline Spear, Christine R Paulson, 1914.
loLx819«
PEANUT BRITTLE st clair and ALLEN ■ ■
This :s the first time that large, Ship island in Mississippi was re
children of Erwin M. Spear, 1918
Robert Stevens, son of Maude E.
CHARLES S. SACKER
_____
scale wint er "holding has been at- 1 served for military purposes by the •
and Kathleen Blackington. 1921.
Melvin. 1918.
Charles Shields Sacker, who died tempted.
| executive order of August 30. 1847.
Richard S Brown, son of Nestor
Mary Sncw. daughter of Israel
In 1861 the island was occupied by
shirt*
in
New
York
Tuesday
after
a
long
!
S. Brown. 1916. and Addic M Rogers, Snow, 1910.
* * * *
Confederate troops. In September,
a CKERS
1921.
Dorothy K.tlloch, daughter oi Le illness, was born at 78 Broad street,
An cnthu-ia .ic angler makes the 1861, the United States naval forces
BOT OYSTER
CAKE.
this city. He was the second son following suggestion as to hew you took possession of the island. The
Donald Cates, son of Frederick roy T. Kalloch. 1909
StRVt WITH OYSTEXS•
COOK/ICof
tlie
late
Frank
and
Mary
Ellen
present
works
on
the
island
were
SOUPS
ANO
CHOWDERS
H. Cates. 1909 and Ella T Comins,
Calvin Sherman, son of Calvin A
can make a satisfactory trolling rod
CMOCOtArt
commenced
in
1862.
Ship
island
was
•
Ulmer)
Sacker.
He
was
one
of
the
1920.
Sherman, 1915 and Lena B. Weed
from a fly rod. Simply take out
last descendants of Jacob Ulmer, who the fly rod tip and Insert in the used as a base for military opera
Russell Richardson, son of Edgar 1922.
tions in lhe gulf from that time on.
R Richardson. 1916.
Harrison Dow, son of Fannie M. settled this State in 1725. Tlie fam. second section another ferrule to It was sold in 1933 to the Joe Gra
CALO CAT and DOG FOOD
ily
moved
to
providence
in
1877.
3 CANS 25c
which is soldered an agate lined ham post, No. 119, of the American
Robert Chisholm. son of Jolm A ludwick, 1907.
The funeral was licld in New York
Legion.
Chisholm. 1912.
guide. This is laid, to give you a
Cynthia Greeley, daughter of
Thursday. His brother, Fred, ar
JACK and JILL CAT FOOD
Jeanette Saunders, daughter of Nina E. Perry, 1903.
4 CANS 27c
rived here on the Saturday morning
Ansel C. Saunders, 1912.
i train with the remains, which were
The nawthorne grow* leaves on ts1. ,
.
.
Harry and Ruth Graves, children
BRILLO STEEL WOOL PADS
...
2 PKGS 19c
__
s
taken to the family lot In tlie
spines.
of Martin S. Graves. 1911
•
Enjoy the Thrill of Fine Quality
! Ulmer cemetery on Pleasant street.
Lucille and Dorothy Melvin,
THAT
Prayer was offered by Rev. Dr. Guy
WILLIAM'S COUGH SYRUP STOP
bot 23c
COUGH
daughters of Deris E. Ulmer. 1921.
, Wilson.
Kathleen, Kathryn, and Gwen- j
Mr. Sacker conducted a clothing
dolyn Dean, daughters of Vesta G ,
store at one time in Brockton, Mass.
WATER PIPES RENEWED
Simpson, 1920.
AND HIRED OUT
About 18 years ago he went in the
NEW SEWERS LAID
Charles D. McMahon, son ol
, shoe business 11 New York. He was
PINTS
QUARTS
ALSO CLEANED WHENMabel S. Tarr. 1918.
1 an Elk.
PLUGGED
Martha Seavey. daughter of
Besides
his
brother
Fred,
who
is
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
Gwendolyn H. Plummer. 1919.
the last of the Sacker family, he is
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
Barbara and Arlene Bartlett,
survived by cousins Miss Nellie Bur
kett, Mrs. Jessie Burkett Seavey
daughters of Florence E. Babbidge.
! George Ulmer, Mrs. Anna Seavey.
1917.
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME. [prank D. Alden and Herbert I,
Marguerite Mahoney, daughter of
Ulmer,
Edith F. Peterson, 1917.

With The Bowlers

The Community

Bowling
League

NATION-WIDE

Field And Stream

s

I LA TOURAINE COFFEE

27c

| THREE CROW CREAM TARTAR

12<l

.

J

8(/sm tMeoun

'bn

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

S4LADA
TEA

CLOROX

NATION-WIDE

15c

25<

SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

H
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Page Three
ASBRA H. BURGESS

Gave To Cause
Local Finnish People Have
Worked Hard—Mr. Lampmen s List

Where Cooking Is Made Easier

Asbra H. Burgess of this city and
South Thomaston passed on at his
apartment, 14 Willow street, Jan. 10
after an illness of several years.

Mr. Burgess was bom at Matinicus
Funds collected by local Finnish
July
16. 1884, only son and youngest
people before the present Hoover ef
child
of the late John and Mrs. Clara
fort arc to be listed in these columns.
A splendid piece of work was done,
Perry Burgess, who removed to Vi
assuring Knox County of a ftnr rec
nalhaven when he was but a few
months old.
ord in a most worthwhile endeavor
At the age of eight. Mr. Burgess
Today is presented collections
ith his parents came to Rockland
made by Anselm Lampinen grateio live and, wilh the exception of a
•ully acknowledged in the cause of
«w years spent in Bangor, he had
Finland and humanity.
• • • •
>een a resident here, and ln South
Previously Reported .............$684 4P
Thcmaston since that time. He re
John Meehan & Son .............. 25.00
ceived ills education ln the public
schools of this city, and in Rockland
Arthur E. MacDonald1 ........... 20.00
Commercial College.
Jaakko Aalto ........................ 12.00
For many years he was associated
Finnish Congregational
«
with his father and the late James
Church .....................
10.09
Donohue in the wholesale fish busi
Rita C. Smith .......................... 10.00
ness under tlie firm name of The
Mr. and Mrs. William Niemi .. 10.00
Rxkland Pish Company on Tillson
A. and Sylvi Lampinen.......... 7.00
■vharf. In 1900, after the death of
Alfred M. Strout .................. 5.00
Capt. Burgess. Mr. Donohue’s lnterJ. E. Creighton ........................ 5.00
'st ln the firm was purchased by the
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking
5.00
Turgess estate which continued to
Mrs. J. A. McEvoy.................. 5.00
do business under the same name
A. J. Lineken ....................
5.00
vith Mr. Burgess as manager.
Frank D Elliot........................ 5.00
He affiliated with the Masons, Odd
R O. Elliot ............................... 500
THE WEATHER
Fellows and Knights of Pythias many
W. J. Morse ............................ 509
A delightful surprise awaits the pictured above, has been installed cn long in which every function of the Jears ago and had served as ChanAxel Nelson ............................. 5.00
Your Weather Mail has been a bit
hundreds who attend the 1949 Rock- the Temple hall stage. It has every- usual kitchen routine can be per- ceUor Commander of Knights of
Elmer Nelson ........................... 3.00
land Electric Cooking School series thin°' one’s heart could deslre’ com‘ formed wJth a minimum of ateps Pythias Lodge of this city.
delinquent of late—congealed by the
Mrs. W. Pirttinen ................. 2.75 ...
.
_
, plete in every detail with electric and time.
a few years ago he purchased a
cold snap, one might almost say.
...
,
, ,
,.
.
Studley Hardware .................. 2.00 which covers Jan. 18. Jan. 2a and j range, dish
washer, sink, disposal.
Cooking schools ln the Rockland Home in South Thomaston village,
But the sub-zero period Jias passed
Harold F. Dana ...................... 2.00 Feb. 1. This series will be held in refyigerator, and Bendix home laun- area will be held In Temple hall.
had continued his business inK. A. Stetson ......... ................ 2.00 big comfortable Temple hall where ' dry—all permanently connected and which in addition to the new kitchen teresU ln
Into history for the time being, and
clty and
,or a
J. R Davis .............................. 2.00 the seats arc always plentiful and | working as though in your own and special lighting has an ideal lo- tlme wlth hls uncle OUver Q p^.,
moderate temperatures have been
W. R. Brackett ........................ 2.00 the temperature exactly right-. This home.
cation in Masonic Temple Building wy,0 operatesa marine ra'lway on
prevailing; also a half hearted snow Morris B. Perry, one of Eastern Maine's best known business men, elected
D. V. Oeorge ........................ 2.00 is not the big surprise of the day, | steel cabinets are provided, having in the heart of Rockland’s business the waterfront
t0 faUlng
last Monday as president of the Knox County Trust Company
storm which turned into rain, leav
Manfred Humphrey ............... 2.00 however. Here it is.
automatic Inside lights and sliding center and is commodious and com- )leam, Re returned to Rockland to
ing the streets full of ice and slush.
Joseph Anderson .................... 2.00
A brand new all electric kitchen. shelves. The entire unit is 13 feet fortable.
live about two years ago, retaining
But uncomfortable as the situation
Emil Pasanen .......................... 2.00
the South Thomaston home which is
was for pedestrians, beset on all
Eilen Nelson ............................ 2.00
Mrs. Beulah Larrabee wl’l super now occupied by his son, Everett.
Frank A. Tirrell was in Bath Mon
sides by nasty traveling and sassy
E. I. Jealous .......................... 2 00 1
day trying a case in Superior Court. vise picnic supper Thursday night
Mr. Burgess' genial nature and
H. E. Zimmerman
motorists, it was not as bad as it
Mary B Cullen .—................ 2.00 ]
at Edwin Libby Relief Corps. Of keen sense of humor greatly en
An ingenious poet, who had more time at his command than
seems to have been in Portland,
Arthur L. Gardner, Hotel Rock ficers arc requested to wear white deared him to hls host of friends who
a. f Wolf ..................... . ...... 2 co Sudden Death Of Prominent
most people, some years ago composed a remarkable poem. In this
where the cars were in the water up
N. N. Gillchrest ............ ......... 2.00
land
porter is at the Veteran's Hos at the business meeting.
are saddened by his early passing.
poem the initial letters of each Une spell "Mv Boast Is In the Glori
Boston Business Man,
to their hubs, on the city streets.
ous Cross of Christ." The words in capital letters, when read on the
pital in Togus
W. C. Brooks Jr...................
2 00
He ls survived by his widow, who
Thirty above this inomuRc, but
Bom In Camden
left hand side from top to bottom, and on the right hand side from
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn
200
Mrs. Helena Coltart, tlie highly was Miss Nina Merchant of this city;
bottom
to
top.
form
the
Lord
’
s
Prayer
complete.
with the gent from the Arctic Circle
Maurice Crockett is employed efficient clerk in tlie Knox Regis one son, Everett of South Thomas
Mary McPhail ...................
100
Leonard H. Rhodes, founder of the temporarily at the Carroll store. He
probably hovering around the cor
Make known the Gospel truth. OUR Father. King:
Charles M Starrett................. 1.00
try of Deeds received an unexpected ton; and two sisters, Mrs. Albert E.
Yield up Thy grace, dear FATHER, from above;
ner. The days are 23 minutes
provision firm of Rhodes Brothers has been a student at the New windfall last week when notified by Whitman of Worcester, Mass., and
Ra.
Has
_____________
1.00
Bless us with hearts WHICH feelingly can sing.
longer.
E. F. Woodcock
____ .... 1.00! Company and senior deacon of Tre Hampshire School of Accounting.
the L. L. Brown Paper Co. that she Mrs. Byron I. Wilson of Portland,
Our life Thou ART for EVER. God of love.
Assuage our grief IN love FOR Christ, we pray,
had been awarded a prize of $60 for
Interment was ln the family lot in
A. J Donaldson ---------------- 1.00 mont Temple for many years, died
Motion pictures will be shown at
The doctors Burgess, Janies and
Since the Prince of HEAVEN and GLORY died.
finding the oldest Brown water- the Hix cemetery at Owl's Head,
C. W. Staples .................. ........... 1.00 suddenly Saturday afternoon at his
Took all cur sins and HALLOWED THE display,
the Lions meeting tomorrow by the
Bradford, attended the annual
C. R Greenleaf ---------------- 100 home, 9 Dawning road, Brookline.
mark. The date was 1862.
Infant BEing first, a man. AND then was crucified.
Nunn-Bush Shoe Co. cf Milwaukee.
meeting of the Maine Association of
M. S. Weston ________ __
Stupendous God! THY grace and POWER make known.
1 00 I While he had been suffering from a
The subject will be ’’Fifty-two Pay
Optometrist's in Portland yesterday.
In Jesus’ NAME let all THE world rejoice
A. J. Elliot ____________
1.00 heart ailment for seme time his
The convocation committee repre
Checks a Year.’’
Now labor in THY heavenly KINGDOM own.
F. Leroy Bonnie of Norway was
Inez Ripley ....... . ..................... 1.00 death was unexpected.
senting the local section of the
Thy
blessed
KINGDOM
for
Thy
saints
THE
choice.
elected president.
Coming to Boston as a lad of 16 j A new
10x2g {ect which wil, Northern Baptist Convention met
Margaret Leighton ................. 1.00
How vile to COME to Thee, IS all the cry.
_____
»
M an extenfiion to
sum. Friday night with Rev. and Mrs. C.
Enemies to THYself, and all that’s THINE;
John Brown .................. ........... 1.00 Mr. Rhodes entered the employ of a
Anderson Auxiliary, Sons of Union
Oraceless our WILL, we live FOR vanity;
addfd
, A. Marstaller. A convocation is to
W. J. Robertson ...................... 1.00 provision company on Cambridge m„ dining rcom u
Loathing the very BEing, EVIL in design,
Veterans, will hold a meeting Wed
side of HiUcrest Home- | * llcld in thls clty Washington’s
E. A. Anderson................. . .... 1.00 street, and not long afterward with thp
O
God.
Thy
will
be
DONE
FROM
earth
lo
heaven.
nesday night, preceded by supper at
Levi Seavey __ __ _____ ............ 1.00
brother. Edgar L. Rhodes, found- stead in Warren. It will furnish a Birthday and plans call for some
Reclining ON the gospel, let US live;
6 o'clock, in charge of Mr^ Doris
C. A. Creighton .................... !<>0/d
tan *'Wch b°re
namf dwWed'im'pmement.
In EARTH from sin DELIVERed and forgiven,
speakers of prominence. Rev. W. F
Ames. A beano party will be held tn
Oh. A3 Thyself, BUT teach us to forgive
Henry L. EweU........................ 1.00 and became or.e cf the largest pro-,
_____
Brown of Camden presided Friday
Unless ITs power TEMPTATION doth destroy,
the afternoon. Members are asked
Ardie H. Thomas .................. 1.00 vlsion companies in the State.
( Thp Rgd Jackel ^.a socuts will night.
Sure IS our fall INTO the depths of woe;
to take gifts for a sunshine box.
Edgar was president of the firm (je inspected Friday, Jan. 26 by
Russell Thomas ______ ____
1.00
Carnal IN mind, we have NOT a glimpse of joy
j Eastman„of________
Portland,
Raised against HEAVEN; in US no hope we know.
At last Friday's meeting of the
Ernest Rawley ______ ______ 1.00 and Leonard treasurer, until they j LaWrcnc<
_____ . __________
Electric- Cooking School in the
O GIVE us grace, and LEAD us on the way;
John Morris .............. -........ 1.00 both rctlrcd ln 193 ’• At one tlmc commodore of the Pine Tree Coun- Rotary Club, Frank A. Winslow, as
Shine on US with Thy love, and give US peace,
new all-electric kitchen on the stage
g Johnson sociate editor of The Courier-Ga
W. A. Lampinen ...................... 1.00 there were branches of tlie store on cil as£lsted by Dr
Self, and THIS sin that rises AGAINST us. slay.
at Temple hall. Rockland three
Tremont
street
ln
the
city.
Roxbury
of
Augusta
vlcc
.
commodore
zette was guest speaker. Mr. Win
Oh. grant each DAY our TRESPASSes may cease.
• a. E. Archibald ...................... 100
and Brookline as well as the main
Thursdays. Jan. 18. Jan. 25 and Peb.
Forgive OUR evil deeds THAT oft we do,
slow delivered one of his extremely
J. R. Murphy.....-..... -..... -...... 1.00
Convince us DAILY or THEM to our shame.
1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home
Maurice Sullivan chief park nat- interesting Roving Reporter talks
Thomaston Farmers Union
1.00 store on Massachusetts avenue. The
Help us with daily BREAD FORGIVE us, too.
latter
is
the
only
store
remaining.
uralist
at Acadia National Park, Bar ln a delightfully informal manner.
economics director, will be in
Richardson and Libby ............ I CO
Recurrent lusts. AND WELL adore Thy name;
During hls long; life in Greater Harbor will deliver an Illustrated taking hls audience with him on a
charge. Everybody cordially invited,
In Thy FORGIVEness AS we saints can die.
L. S. Levensaler --------------- 1.00
Boston Mr. Rhode was closely as- lecture on "Acadia National Park ’ | trip to Niagara Falls, and the Thouplenty of room, big. comfortable
Since for US, and our TRESPASSES so high,
Dr. E. R. Biggers.................... 1.00
Thy Son, OUR Saviour, died on Calvary.
cociated with Tremont Temple ar.d at Ule Baptist Men's League meet- ' sand Islands.—By L. K Mansfield.
chairs. All food given away. Most
Margaret Ruggles ...............
1.00 had contributed a great deal of hls
attractive door prize will be given
E. W. Hodgkins..... ..... —...... 1.00 j personal wealth to- it and to chari ing Thursday night. It will be an j
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at
evening of splendid entertainment,
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary conTonight s meeting of the Pilgrim Hcrman gtemfors....... .. ......... 1.00
Karl Leighton is a surgical pa
table enterprises.
tending any or all of the meetings tient at Knox Hospital.
as the lecture will be supplemented ducted exercises at Owls Head
Fellowship will be held in the vestry William Imlack........................ 1.00
i He was«born in Camden. Me., Nov.
being eligible to receive It.—adv.
of the Congregational Church.
W. E. Sheerer .... ......... .......... 100 ' 28. 1880. anti in 1376 at the age of 16 with Kodaehrome pictures of birds, Thursday night, when they presen•
7-T-13
Merle F. Dobbins, former mer-|
------Julius Anderson ...................... 1.C0 came to Boston. A few years later wild flowers, boating and hiking, ! ted the school with a beautiful
chant marine officer, who has been
Members of the Fireproof Garage Matti Hill .............-................. 1.00 he was Joined bj' his brother. Edgar, and, of course the marvelous seen- [ American flag. Mrs. Adah Roberts
employed by the Soeony Vacuum Oil crew were tendered a complimen- Iita Tcorpakka ...................... 1.00 and it was not ieng before they had ery which abounds at Acadia. And j made the presentation speech and
Co. in Waterville, has been trans- tary banquet at The Thorndike Hc- Wiktor Makte .......................... 100 established a flourishing business of it goes without saying that the | Mrs Bernice Jackson read the his
.
,,
women folks will provide their usual
tory and remarks were made bv The word SALE is so indefinite
ferred to that company's office in tel last week, guests of Charles H. John Kulju ......... -.................. 1.C0 ...
their own. Less than a year after
. . ,
.
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
---«...
-TV..
nlce interlor decorations for the Mrs. Orace Kirk, Mrs. Mary Dins that we're not railing this event
HaUowell.
Berry.
Rikhard
Anderson
..................
1.00
coming
to
this
city
he
joined
Tre

TEL. WALDOBORO 100
diners.
more and Mrs. Minnie Smith. The by that name.
Emil Ruuska ..........
1.00 mont Temple and for the rest of hls
Frequenters of the waterfront
Alden Ulmer Jr. visited his brother
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
pleasing exercises closed with as Here's all you do: Come in and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilho Elgland .... 1.00 life gave practically all of his spare
Saturday 238. Sunday 3.00. Every
try on a few garments . . . find
yesterday opened their eyes wide William in Boston last week. While
On
many
occasions
both
Leonard
sembly singing by the pupils.
evening at 8.80
Matti Elgland ......................... 1.00 time to it.
out which ones you likr for your
when they saw a husky crew, there he saw the motion picture perself and which you want to leave
John Reinikainen .................. 1.00 ,1 In a short time he became superin- and his brother gave generously of
TUES.-WED., JAN. 16-17
headed by Victor Ramsdell, har- formance of "Gene with ,the Wind,"
F A. Winslow of The Courierfor the other fellow. With the
August Teerila ........................ 100 tendent of the Sunday school, and .their money for the success of the
vesting ice in Lermonds Cove. It lasting three hours and 47 minutes; Elias Mahonen ........................ 100 in
Gazette has accepted the following selection made, you simply take a
SPENCER TRACY
was made a deacon. In 1916 rr™rlp “nd
charities.
developed that the ice was damag- and the hockey game between Har Albert Nelson .......................... 1 00 he was made a life deacon and it
lecture assignments: Feb. 6. Waldo few dollars out of your pocket and
in
ls on ' pu lic servlce w'as foi
put back a huge saving in the
ing sardine beats moored there, and vard and New York University,
Uno Nelson ............................. 100 was net long alterward that he be-,city °/ Bost3n' Hc serv'cd a tcrm , County P0™™
Waldo;
“STANLEY AND
same pocket.
the choppers were relieving the,
------W. Nelson ................................. 1.00 came senior deacon, a post he held ^ sinking fund commissioner on ap- Peb 15. Baptist Men’s League; Feb.
Suits. Overcoats, Sport Apparel
LIVINGSTONE’’ strain. But the writer cannot help A social time of games will folpointment of Mayor Hibbard in 1909. 16, Woman's Educational Club;
... aU in this January landslide
John W. Niemi........................ 1.00 until his death.
Mr. Rhodes was first president of! March 21, Men's league, Congre- waiting for about 50 new men to
wondering how Vic's muscles are , 'ow the Rebekah meeting tonight,
At the turn cf the century when
TIIURS. FRI., JAN. 18-19
feeling today.
[those attending making their own Karl E. Niemi .......................... I CO
morrow.
the
Temple was destroyed by fire tlie Tremont Temple Brotherhood gational Church, Warren; April _
William
Harjula
.......................
1.00
_____
J c hoice of cards. "63 ’ etc. This is
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
and served in that capacity for six Rockland High School assembly. Mr
and
the
organization
was
saddled
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary has elected; epen to the public and a small ad- Alfred Harjula ........................ 1.00
HENRY FONJ9I
SUITS and O’COATS
with a debt of $381,0C0, it was his years, to be succeeded by his brother, Winslow opened the winter season
in
these officers: President, Mrs. Annie , mission fee will be charged. Prizes Mathew Torpakka .................. 1.00 genius for organization that carried who also served six years. He also last Friday when his lecture before
from $19.50 to $29.50
“DRUMS ALONG THE Trundy; senior vice president, Mrs.; wfll be offered and refreshments Mrs. Fred Anderson ............... 1.00 it through the dark days. He was served for years as chairman of the the Rockland Rotary Club marked
Mary Weeks; junior vice president, served, play to begin at 8 o’clock. Toivo and Emma Johnson..... 1.00 made chairman cf the committee in executive committee of the church. his 182d appearance.
MOHAWK”
A few
Anselm Aho ........ -................... 1.00
Besides hls interest in the church
Miss Olive Carnes; chaplain, Mrs.
cliwge cf tlie property and so suc
(Filmed in Technicolor)
John
Hendriicson
..................
1.00
State
Patrolmen
Ray
Foley
and
Mr.
Rhodes
was
interested
in
and
Minnie Smith; patriotic instructor,
BOYS’ MACKINAWS
Factors Governing Value of Pearls
cessful was his management that
George I. Shaw. Bert Stevenson and John Anderson ........................ 1.00 (
Wade's “Text Book of Previous
by 1919 the mortgage on the new contributed to the New Baptist
Coming: “Hunchback of Notre Mrs. Melic Vose; historian, Mrs.
$2.95, $3.95
Stewart Gross are in Philadelphia, Charles Niemi .......................... 100'
building was burned at a ceremony Home for the Aged in Newton and Stones" gives the factors governing
Dame.” “Swanee River," “Hls Laura Ranlett; conductor, Mrs.
where
tliey
will
be
witnesses
In
the
Elias
Kangas
............................
1.00.
was
a
member
of
the
board
of
,
the
value
of
pearls
in
this
order:
Girl Friday," "Ninotchka."
Jessie Wall; guard, Mrs. Emily
at which Calvin Coolidge, then Gov
MEN’S MACKINAWS
trustees. He was president of the orient or luster, color, texture of
Stewart; secretary, Mrs. Ella Hy- case brought by the executor of the Lauri Hyvarinen .... ................ 1.00 ernor, was one of tlie speakers.
skin, shape and size. The unit of
late
Dr.
Samuel
McClary
against
William
Anderson
..................
1.00
Evangelical
Baptist
Benevolent
and
$6.95, $7.95, $9.95
liland, treasurer. Mrs. Adah Roberts;
Missionary Society and president of weight is tne pearl grain, which is
and musician. Mrs. Marjory Thorn- an insurance company. Double In Sulo Penttila . .......................... 1.00
one-fourth of a diamond carat. The '
the Baptist Social Union.
dike. Installafion will be held Jan , “yj* claimed. Dr. McClary re- Weikko Anderson....................... 1.00
value increases as the square ot *
DANCING
He was also a member of the the weight, apart from other fac- ]
24 with Mrs. Hyland, department «ived his injuries in an automobile S. Ncvala................................... 1.00
City Club, the Chamber of Com tors.
accident at Beauchamp Point, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer jKallio............ 50
Every Wed.
president as installing officer.
merce, the Masons, the Knights
Rockport, in 1936.
Paul Niemi ...................5.................. 59
AT
j Templars, the Odd Fellows and the
Cause of ‘Pins and Needles’
Thomas Huotarl .............
.50
DIED
GLEN
The curious sensation known as
TEL. 294
Woodland Oclf Club.
Public
Beano,
G.A.R.
hall
Wed

Antti
Koski
.....................................
50
Hnshes- At Warren. Jan. 15, Walter
Early in his career with his “pins and needles" usually happens
COVE
R Hughes, aged 77 years. !> months, 6 nesday 2.15 p. m., Jan. 17. Good O. E. Masalin................................... 50
416
MAIN
ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
days
Funeral Thursday at 1 o'clock
1 brother he entered the real estate after we have been using a position
LEGION HALL
Music By
i from residence in Pleasantville. Inter- prizes. Doer prize and free special, August Elo ....................................... 30
.
,
.
.
,
. ,
., I —such as sitting with legs crossed—
| ment ln Pleasantville cemetery.
business and they had considerable ; which s,ows d()Wn lhc cjrculation of
-adv.
7.u Wilho Hyvarinen ............................ 30
[ Durrell—At Rockland. Jan 15. Shirley
7.30 O’CLOCK
holdings
m Greater Boston. In [ thc blood Then when we straight.
HAL
’
S
RHYTHMAIRES
; Ann Durrell. daughter of Mr and Mrs
Kalle Pilrainen................................25
J John Durrell of Warren, aged 1 year. 2
spite of his full life he found time cn ourselves out and the blood can
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
John
Leppanen
..............................
25
f months. 5 days. Funeral Wednesday at
DOOR TRIZE
to write articles, particularly on flow freely again, comes the prickly
oclock from the Philip Simmons fuITtf .2
Viktor Korpi ...........
25 |
97T’.f ' food and economics, for newspapers sensation
! neral home
I Strom -At Camden. Jan 14 Walter
Eliina Schllt..................................... 25
J and magazines.
S. Strout. aged 75 years. 8 months, 9
R. A. Conall..................................... 25
days. Services at the Russell funeral
j He was married three times, but
home Wednesday at 2 p m. Inter
Wm. Honkonen ..(50 Finnich Mark)
ment In Achorn cemetery.
i had no children. He greatly suri prised hls friends ln June, 1937, when
IN MEMORIAM
Total .................................... $930.50
lie married May E. Dixon of Bel
In loving memory of Herbert C.
Is temporarily located
Coates who passed away Jan. 16. 1838.
mont, who had been his private sec
Miss Winifred Bonham of Wash
It seemeth such a little way to me
retary, and was a member of the
Across to that strange country—
Ambulance Service
FUNERAL HOME
ington, D. C„ nursing field repre
$1.50 a Week $5 a Month Tremont Temple Choir.
The Beyond
And
yet
not
strange
for
it
has
grown
sentative for Maine, will be in Rock
•
Ambulance Service
—Boston Bunday Globe.
to be
420 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
land, Wednesday and Thursday. A
• * * *
Rockland
The home cf those of whom we are so
TELEPHONES
fond.
RUSSELL
meeting of thc nursing activities
Near
relatives
left
by
Mr.
Rhodes
OVER TIIE CORNER DRUG STORE
They make lt seem familiar and most
Typewriter Company
390. 781-1 or 781-11
1 include two nieces—Mrs. Leslie WtlFUNERAL HOME
committee and the executive board
dear
As Journeying friends bring distant
SIDNEY I. SEGAL
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 663 I of the local branch, American Red
| son of Brookline and Mrs. Stanley
UO-112 UMEROCK STREET
TEL. 1196-W
regions ne«r.
ROCKLAND, ME.
j Cross, will be held at four o’clock 71 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.*-*TEL. 297-W iLane of Wellesley Hills, Mass., beMrs Herbert Coates. Nelly Coates
7-9
98-tt
2T*Thl4
118-tfl Jordan
•
Wednesday, at the Wd Cr.xa rooms I
I sides several cousins.
Rockport, 1940
Jan IS—Camden—Chamber of Com
merce banquet and ladles' night at
Masonic hall.
Jan 18- Monthly meeting of the Bap
tist Men's League
Jan lf>—(Basketball)—Camden High
School vs Rcckland High School ln
Rockland
Jan. 19-20 (afternoon and evening)—
First annual exhibition by the Knox
County Camera Club at the Community
Building
Jan. 21-Feb 4—Evangelistic services
by the Bonney Workers at the Elret
Baptist Church.
Jan 23 — Thomaston — Muslcale at
Mrs John A McEvoy's
Jan
24—Membership meeting
of
Knox County Fish and Game Associa
tion ln the Congregational vestry.
Thomaston
Jan 25—Camden—Concert hy High
School band and orchestra at Opera
House
Jan 26 Tenants Harbor—Seml-pub11c Installation of Naomi Chapter. O ES
Jan. 30—President's Birthday Ball at
Community Bldg
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb 5—City Government meeting.
Feb 7—Ash Wednesday.
Feb 12—Klwants Chart* r and Ladles'
Night at Hotel Rockland.
Feb 15-15—Junior class play. "Pro
fessor. How Oould You "
Feb
15-15—Rockland High School
Klppy Karnlval
Feb
16-18—Camden—Outing Club's
annual winter carnival at the Snow
Bowl
Feb. 23—Warren—High School Min
strel Show.

AN INGENIOUS COMPOSITION

Leonard H. Rhodes

It’s a pot of gold

program for every

man needing

clothes.

WALDO THEATRE

BEANO

GREGORY’S

' TONIGHT

BURPEE’S

ADDING MACHINE

DR. CHARLES B. POPPLESTONE

RENTALS

at the office of Dr. R. L Stratton

Every-OtKer-Day
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Well Known Family
Three First Cousins Of Ad

THE LYRIC MUSE

A SMART WARREN MAN

vanced Years Have Been
Active In Warren

Lawrence P. Kalloch. one of the
oldest residents of Warren, and dea
Mrs. Wesley Jameson formerly of con the past 27 years at the Baptist
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will
Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
meet tonight when the Warren this town who has been a patient at Church, of which he has been a
a? IlSlIg'M AWillIKS _____
WHO IAMI team will do the degree work. Sup- the Good Samaritan Hospital in Los
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
member since 1870, went past his
WNU SERVICE
I per ftt 6 30
COPYRIGHT
Angeles, has been discharged from
91st
milestone
Jan.
12.
Mr.
Kalloch
fric bulb hanging by one wire in ; -ple (jre department was called to the hospital and is convalescing at
THE STORY
is one of three first cousins, all resi
the midst of the gas chandelier— {hp home of Enoch Robertson Mon- her home in Los Angeles.
MAINE'S PINF. TREES
and in that naked illumination she I .
,
dents of this town, noted for their
For The Courier Gazette |
CHAPTER I.—Driving home through a tried the telephone again, without da>’ mornln* to "“nguish a chimArthur H Hall of Rockland has activity in spite of their years. Edwin
torrential rain, young, well-to-do Clint
In the deep Maine forests
Jervies picks up a girl, scantily clad, response.
neJ’ ^re
bought the Anson W. Pitch place in J. Kalloch. who was 91 Dec. 26. and where the ’tail trees wave
running in terror-stricken fiignt down the
„
_
.
V.
1.
'
sun casta long shadows
Terror
was
clamoring
in
her;
she
'
Mrs.
Ethel
Benner
was
hostess
road. She rides a short ways, leaves the
East Warren and will occupy it soon George E. Libby, who will be 91 in Where theraindrops
lave—
car and runs Into the woods. He de tried to fight it down, to think what Thursday to the Mending Club SupMr. and Mrs Pitch are moving to July. Edwin J. Kalloch was formerly That's where pine trees grow
cides to talk to his dear friends. Inspec
J per was served preceding the meettor Tope and Miss Moss, about his ad she should do.
Rockland.
a hunter in Northern Maine, and it Among the Maine hills and valleys
venture. Clint still thinks of her as Miss
Grandpa and Grandma Hurder ing
Those present were Mrs.
Moss, his former guardian, though she
Officers-elect of Ivy Chapter, O. was his pleasure to visit his old ^here frost crowns with diamonds
and the Inspector are married Clint, were asleep at the end of the hall, Gertrude Berner. Mrs Olive Crowell.
having settled down, now manages the but she knew there was no help in
E S.. will be installed Friday night stamping grounds ln that section Every fence and h-dgerow—
That's where pine trees grow
Jervies estate himself.
Mrs. Bertha Moody. Mrs. Maude
them. Even if there were help any
by Past Matron, Miss Evelyn Saw the past fall, with Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph. Mrs Katherine Eugley. Mrs
CHAPTER II. — In three shuttered where.
Maine pond and lake shores
yer who will be assisted by Mrs. j George Gonia of Quincy, Mass. Mr. On the
houses, all gloomy and forbidding, on I
their sand or rocks cr lea.
Then the electric light faded and Grace Kennedy. Mrs. Pauline Wal- H D Sawyer as marshal, and Mrs. Libby's greatest pleasure is remi With
Kenesaw HUI. near where Clint picked I
Wh-re waves wash up In laughter
up the frightened girl, lived three (ami- died. and June stood in the dark lace. Mrs. Nellie Benner and Mrs
And back again in glee
lies. In one house lived old Denman
Willis Vinal as chaplain. Members niscing. and with a memory surpris There, too. the pine trees grow
d. Gray.
Hurder. his wife, who had been Ella hall like a tomb. She was stifled ,
Kenesaw, and his daughter, Kitty LeaThe~Oarden Club me; Thursdav
st Oeor«<'
of Masons and ingly long and clear, he is able to On the Maine hillside pastures
ford and her daughter June. Living in a
their wives, are invited, and each go back a long way in his recollec Where cattle graze and roam
second house was Aunt Evle Talne. Un
night
with
Mr
and
Mrs.
Henry
P
Or wander by brookslde to
cle Justus and brothers Rab and Asa.
member is permitted to invite one tions.
The cowpath. toward home—
The third held old Matthew Bowdon and
Mason.
That's where pine trees grow
Lawrence
F.
Kalloch
has
been
up
his wife. Living on the estate was a
guest. Refreshments and entertain
There are other spots of beauty
Mr
and
Mrs
Robert
Mitchell
were
man known only to June as "Uncle
to
his
usual
form
until
a
recent
fall
ment
will
be
arranged
by
the
in

Jim." Following their usual custom the
hosts
Monday
night
to
their
bridge
are other sights to see
three families gathered ln the Hurder
at his home, which shook him up There
coming officers.
Wherever man may travel,
home Saturday night. Kitty, June s
club.
man may be
mother, reUred early with a headache.
The Congregational Brotherhood considerably. Last spring he split Wherever
But to seekers of the restful
Philip Hutchins has been spending
She was given warm milk, and Insisted
up his usual five cords of hardwood, There are none compared to these—
on taking two sleeping tableta. one
will
meet
Thursday
night,
the
supthe past week with relatives in
Maine's beauty spots of nature
more than usual.
pei at 6 15 to be followed by a speak- and also planted last sprnig his small And Maine s evergreen pine trees
Lewiston.
CHAPTER III
Clara S Overlock
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jackscn are er. whose name will be announced, garden plot which he spaded up Washington
himself, and on which he raised a
moving
from
the
apartment
In
Ro-1
Mrs
Isa
Teague
will
be
chairman
RRKR
June undressed slowly, listlessly.
goodly crop since he cared for It so
land Creamer's house to the home of of the public supper to be served
There was nothing in life as she
A SONG
faithfully.
Mrs. A P. Jackson at Feyler's Cor- Thursday at the Montgomery rooms
(For The Courier-Gazette|
knew it which could provoke her to i
Mr. Kalloch. greatly respected and
eagerness. Her movements were
ner.
' by the Baptist Ladies' Circle.
When skies be sullen, dark and gray
beloved by all who know him. will And the bright, warm sunlight hid
automatic, her thoughts went round
Mrs. Willis Crowell entertained,
William S Stackhouse will
den away.
and round a familiar circle.
the Bridge Club Thursday night.
Igive „ fhalk uik on -me signifl- today be remembered with gifts and It won't be lor long until skies are blue
If
you
carry a song tn the heart of
This was her world. These folk
cards galore.
Mr and Mrs Edward Hanley of cance 0[ small Things" at the midyou.
who had been here tonight, and Un
He.
in
his
younger
days
was
spin

Damanscotta were callers Bunday at ‘ week service Wednesday, at the Bapcle Jim, who lived in the hut by the
ner in the local woolen mill, holding A song of courage, Joy and cheer
the home of Mr. and Mrs A. E. tist Church.
Will brighten a day that Is dark and
pond. She thought ot him now with
that position for 45 years. During
drear.
Boggs.
a faint smile. There was sound
The speaker Wednesday at 8 his first few years in the mill the Shorten a Journey that may seem long
—Photo and story by Alena 6tarrett.
It's
a mighty help. Just a little song. Lawrence F. Kalloch of Warren, showing how he does his daily dozen.
mirth in him. He used to laugh at
o’clock at the Men's Porum will be overhand Jack containing five spools
these people here; contrived nick
.
™
that The Step that la heavy wUl quicken
SOUTH HOPE
Rev. W. S Stackhouse, whose sub was used.
The yarn also at tnat(
>nd swlng
names for them all to make June
To the lilt that a bit of a tune can
ject will be. "Where Are the Ten time was drawn and woven by hand
SOUTH WARREN
TEN ANTS JJ ARBOR
smile. Grandma Bowdon was the
bring.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton ONeil of Lost Tribes of Israel?".
Iron Hand, Aunt Evie the Velvet
He served his native town as town (And worries like shadows that fade in
Lincolnville visited Thursdav at the
Officers of Naomi Chapter, O.E S.,
sun
Mr. and Mrs Percy Lermond of
Glove. Grandma and Grandpa Hur
The first reheatsal for a Seth clerk some years ago He Is a strict When the
your heart holds a song that your
home of Mr and Mrs Pred Merri
Jefferson
were guests Sunday of
will
be
installed
Jan.
26
at
a
semider were the Conquered Provinces.
lips
begun
Parker night to be given in Febru prohibitionist and has never used
He never sought to make June
field.
public
ceremony.
Each
member
*s
relat.ves
here,
ary by the men of the Baptist tobacco or liquor in any form.
Lite is good with a song that's gay
laugh at her mother, she remem- ]
Then the electric light faded
Mrs Esther McFarland of Cam
burdensdark
lighter
ln every
way.
Mrs Emma Norwood. Lizzie Win
Church, will be held Thursday after He hsc
nas lived
uvea in
in his
ms nresent
prrwiu home
nwi | And theskles
when
you wl
,h privileged to invite one guest.
bered now. Once or twice she had
and died.
den was guest Thursday of Mr and
slow and Lula Libby were recent
them blue.
the Circle supper
Mrs. Chester for 73 years.
tried to persuade Kitty Leaford to
If you carry a song In the heart of
Mrs Ralph Robbins
callers kt Mrs. Ada Spear's.
He has one daughter. Mrs William
go with her to meet Uncle Jim. by the blackness; she gasped for
Wyllie is directing
you.
Aged But Active
Mrs Dorothy Bennett was a caller
"You'd like him. Mother,” she had breath; and the front door blew
Wilbur Senter of Rockland will be , Teague of Canaan. Conn., and one Tenants Harbor Rose B Hupper
Good Will Grange members will
Friends
are
extending
congratu

open, banging against the wall, and Thursday on her sister. Mrs Edna
urged. “I know you would.”
guest speaker Thursday night at son. Sherboum of Warren,
resume monthly birthday suppers
R
R
R
R
lations
to
Capt.
John
G.
Wall,
a
the
girl
choked
back
a
scream.
But her mother would never go.
Bennett.
the meeting of the Congregational =====
She was swept by desperate and
DEEP WOOD
highly esteemed citizen who has Jan. 25
The girl went mechanically about
Mrs. Chloe M.lls recently spent
( Chief Past Cloud who appeared in
(For The Courier-Gazette |
Mr. and Mrs. Geotge lermond
just passed his 89th birthday. Capt.
the business of preparing for the nameless terror; a gust of rain a day with Mrs Roland Payson of Brotherhood.
Frank Rowe taught school in the ' full Indian dress and exhibited We wandered deep within the wood
were called to Winslows Mills Sun
nighb Her eyes drifted half-resent- came sweeping in, and June ran
Wal!
in
his
younger
years
followed
Anderson district Friday for Mrs. blankets, pottery, tomahawks, etc.
wTrnlr.
fully around the ugly room. She blindly to meet it, out through the East Union.
the sea after which he became a day by the illness of the latter's
Eighty friends and relatives gath
loosed her hair and brushed it slow door, into the full beat of the rain.
Mildred Jackson, president of the No carpet of leaves ferns or tare
Ruth
Patton,
who
was
ill.
skilled carpenter, being employed sister Mrs. Jennie Bucklin.
,
—
,,
Twaa blanketed with purest snow.
ly for a while, watching her reflec The touch of it was sweet and cool. ered Thursday night at the Grange
few wuiw
woras j Enchantment reigned no winds to for 20 years by H F Kalloch. con
Officers-elect of E A Starrett
Starrett|Student
, Student Council,
councu. spoke
spone a lew
The Birthday Surprise Gang
Then
she
remembered
that
the
tion in the mirror above the marble
hall and gave a utility shower to Mr
be installed of thanks to Rockland High School
blow
which
has been inactive for several
front
door
was
always
locked
and
tractor
and
builder.
and Mrs Clifton O'Neil <Ruby Auxiliary. SUV will
slab. The house long since was still.
bv Mrs in appreciation of their courtesy in | Trees stoodabout, aa Ifperchance
Mr. Wall owns an attractive cot months, braved the storm of Fri
When at last she turned out her bolted. Uncle Justus had bolted it Merrifield). The young couple re-. Wednesday- at 8 oc.oc
J
|
__
. ..
_
| They heard the mystic urge of spring
Fdith Wvlie assisted by Mrs Shirley , the invitation. Transportation was : within their heavybronzed
bark
own light and opened one of the tall tonight Why had it opened of it
tage by the shore, where he resides day night and arrived at the home
ceived many fine gifts. The eve ' Bowley and MrsNora Stickney as :umished by Bertram Blackington. ! And held attention tor the call,
windows, she saw Aunt Evie’s house self?
i To leaf with floral beauties pall
during the summer, but in winter of O. A. Copeland to observe his
Blind panic possessed her utterly; ning was spent in dancing, after
next door was dark and silent too.
guides. Mrs. Laura Seavey and Mrs. Charles Saunders. John Boggs Mrs |1 An overtone a weird sweet lay
he boards at the pleasant home of birthday and that of Mrs. Eunice
yet
she
clung
to
one
thought:
she
which cake and coffee were served
Also she saw. far off, a flicker in
Pauline Pellicane. Principal DeVeb Floated across the tangled wood
Bean. The evening was spent at
Flora
Peabody
as
color
guards
and
Capt and Mrs. Orris Holbrook.
must
fetch
Doctor
Cabler.
the sky; she even heard the rumble
Hostesses we:e Mrs Pear)’ Merri
Mid gray interlacing branches
She might have roused Rab or
Mrs Clara Lermond as chaplain. er, and Clayton Fales
Held my heart like love entrances.
Mr. Wall enjoys goed health and cards and Chinese checkers and
of thunder. Yet the storm might
field. and Mrs Fred Merrifield, as
The mid-vear exemption list for And as I gazed a birdiing flew
often walks to the postoffice when lunch was served. The birthday
not come this way, or if it did, her Asa, asleep next door. Rab had even sisted by Misses Ruth Bunker and Guests will include. Rev and Mrs. L.
. . , Out ol the overhead of blue.
a
car.
But
she
took
no
time
to
mother might not waken. She got
weather permits, greeting both cak? made by Rachel Overlock and
Clark French. Rev. and Mrs. Wil juniors and seniors has been posted: with one sweet call to me and you
K 8 F
into the big bed and lay without think of these things. She was al Delphine Bunker
young and cld with his merry smile, decorated by Olive Fales was a marliam S Stackhouse and Mr. and Physics. Mildred Jackson. Margaret
ready racing across the lawn; she
Mrs. Edith Gould. Mrs. Marion
RRRR
vel of beauty and texture. Mr. Cope____________
drawing any covering over her, for found the gate in the hedge, and felt
Mrs. Frank D Rowe Each mem Nutter, Charles Stimpson. Marion
ICE STORM IS3S
the night was hot, and the air was the smooth hard macadam under Hart and Mrs W. W Lermond re ber of the Auxiliary may invite one Wallace. Vernal Wallace, and Lloyd
land received a gift of gloves and
[For The Courier-Oazette |
Electric Cooking School in the Mrs (ietir. hosiery. These present
lif.'less and still. The old house her feet, and ran swiftly. Occa cently tendered a utility shower at guest. On the committee are Mrs. Wellington; geometry'. Vella Bar- [
We all, ln Kansas City, asked for snow new all-electric kitchen on the stage
creaked all around her; mice scur sionally lightning flashes illumined
Orange hal! for Mr. and Mrs.
were Mr and Mrs. C. E. Overlook,
Shirley Bowley Mrs. Alice Peabody. rett. Mildred Jackson. Gertrude At Christmas Ume it never had been
ried in the walls.
her way, kept her in the road.
I Elmer C. Hart. It was attended by
j *«
at Temple hall. Rockland three Mrs. Dbris Maxey, Mr and Mrs.
warmer.
Lampinen, Virginia Starrett. Marion We asked
Mabel
She must have slept at last, and
ln
vain
the
weatherman
She had gone halfway to Doctor abcul 150 and the young couple ^'s_ *fOr re.
Thursdays. Jan. 18. Jan. 25 and Peb. Frank Bean, Mrs. Rachel Overlock.
Wallace; sociology. Vella Barrett, I
below
for an indeterminate time. It was
Of Ood and him. we most ignored the 1 at 2 p m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home
Cablcr's house when a car came received a variety of fine gifts. Mu- ■
■
■'
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Copeland. Mrs.
a gust of wind which woke her. a down the hill behind her. She tried sic was furnished by Hal Alley's or- freshments. are requested to furnish Christine Jones. Gloria Bridges. Vir
thirsty elms pruyed to the One economics director,
will be in Rose Marshall. Mr and Mrs. W C.
sudden quickening in the tempo of
ginia Moody; Problems of Democ But Great
Stormer
to
run
faster,
to
escape
this
pur-i
chestra
and
dancing
was
enjoyed
sandwiches
charge. Everybody cordially invited, Leavitt, Mrs. Eva Delano. Mr. and
the night Then lightning etched a
racy. Charles Stimpson. Vernal Wal- 1
team of MysUc
For 0110
quench and snow for Man's plenty of room. big. comfortable
net of flame across the sky. and the suer; but this was vain, and she during the evening Relreshments' The
Mildred
|
deslre;
lace. Lloyd Wellington,
Mrs O B. Libby. Mr. and Mrs K
crashing thunderstroke burst in her turned off the road, ana fell, and
served after the gifts were bekah Lodge wil1 confer the de«r<* Jackson. Gertrude Lampinen. Bcr- Nor prayed for trimmings such as chairs. All food given away. Most C. Fales. Mr. and Mrs. D E. Bar
scrambled to her feet and stood like were
unwrapped
| tonight for Good Luck Rebekah
I ears.
every dormer
attractive door prize will be given rett. Mr . and Mrs. O A Copeland.
tha McIntyre. Margaret Nutter, Revealed to be their rival firs' attire
June was not afraid of thunder- a wild creature brought to bay.
‘officers elect' and members of Lod«'‘
Waldoboro.
•
But what they got should shame ualaway at Feb 1 meeting, those at
The car stopped beside her, and
j showers; but her mother, despite
Mrs. Annie Bucklin.
Ruth
Starrett.
Virginia
Starrett;
all. and all inspire:
South Hope Orange attended by
Mr and Mrs Frank D R0*'6 mo"
tending any or all of the meetings
i the drug she had taken, might have someone asked a question.
history
III,
Christine
Jones.
KathCame wind and rain and chilling aid
invitat.on
Pioneer__ __
Grange
tored Saturday to Portland to call
She stammered something, for _
_ _______
__ _ at East
being eligible to receive it —adv.
■ waked; June decided to go in and
of night.
eyn Maxey. Madeleine Haskell, CurWEST ROCKPORT
The wind to cool, and rain to make
see. She knew the older woman this was a man's voice, and June Union last Tuesday night for a joint on Hamlin Bowes of Rockland and ... _ ,
.. , _ _. ,
7-T-13
Mrs. John Wainio remains con
them damp. >
star*
Overseer
E Florida, who is a patient in theTolman,
biology. Charles Stimp! would be. if she were awake, cower- was not habituated to encounter installation.
And chilling air to freeze the water
fined trf her bed. this making the
; ing now, and crying out as though strange men. But instantly, while Carroll Bean of Kenduskeag in 1 Maine General Hospital. Herbert | son. Vernal Wallace. Lloyd Wellingwhite.
fourth month of her illness. Her
Till
down the street they glistened at
he
used
some
persuasion,
she
found
READ ALL THE NEWS
ton, Madeleine Haskell, Christine
j from an actual physical pain. The
Bowes
of
Union
went
to
St.
Peters

each lamp.
stalled in an impressive manner,
condition
remains the same.
, girl got out of bed and crossed the herself in the seat beside him.
THEN
READ
ALL
THE
ADS
Jones.
Bertha
MacIntyre,
Margaret
And
chattered
In
the
wind
llke
any
burg, Fla , Wednesday to bring Mrs.
tramp;
He offered her his coat, but she assisted by Mrs Bean. State Po
i hall to her mother’s door.
Nutter, Gertrude Lampinen, Vir- By daylight
Hamlin
Bowes
north
in
their
car.
every beaded backyard wire
I Without opening the door, she lis- refused it Then this young man mona as marshal. Miss Glenys Ler
ginia Moody. Ruth Starrett. Kath-! And elra vore
on black, like
... ......................
the Queen's gamp
I tened, but she heard no sound from beside her turned out the dash-light mond. regalia bearer, Miss Alfreda
High
School
Activities
eryn
Maxey.
Marion
Wallace.
Verna
J within. Yet still June hesitated, un- so that darkness drew a protective Young emblem bearer and Miss
came the nun. and every Ood(B)' Madeleine Haskell)
Robinson. Curtis Tolman, Virginia Then decrler
I certain, uneasy for no reason. In garment over her, and she was Virginia Dunbar pianist. A program
“Conc-Clcancd9
The Student body enjoyed an in Starrett, Vella Barrett; English IV, Gasped at the Incongruity of ice on
• the end she opened the door and j warm with gratitude to him. She
Are
said:
"Tha'nk'you”
She'watched
]
and
a
fine
“
PP"
followed
: spoke softly into the darkness.
teresting assembly Friday under the Vella Barrett. Mildred Jackson. Ger
Stephen Allen Lavender
him covertly, controlling her breath. stallation.
"Mother, are you all right?”
direction of the Student Council. trude Lampinen. Bertha MacIntyre, Kansas City. Mo.
Onc Reason Why O&II
But there was no reply, and June
He asked some question, suggest
The program took the form of a Margaret Nutter, Verna Robinson.
■ was reassured. She was about to ing that she was afraid, and she
WEST LIBERTY
series of papers and talks on the Ruth Starrett. Virginia Starrett,
j return to her own room, when light- told him that she was not afraid.
• UNION
Anthracite Ss Better
Miss
Madel.ne Bachelder and processes of woolen cloth manufac Charles Stimpson. Marlon Wallace.
(ning flashed again, close by, and Yet her knees were trembling and
Miss Louise Turner have employ ture. The members of the Student Vernal Wallace, Lloyd Wellington;
! the glare of it was bright in the win- her fingers pressed her palms.
The Willard Centenary Union will
I dow by Kitty Leaford's bed. So
Council visited the mill a short time English III. Madeleine Haskell.
He spoke again, but she did not ment in Belfast.
hold
its annual meeting for election
(June saw her mother for this in hear him. She watched the road,
Oeorge Killen is a patient at the ag0 W[th George W Walker, and it Christine Jones, Virginia Moody.
stant, clearly.
»
| was during this visit that material Katheryn Maxey, Jeannette Over of officers Thursday at 2 30 at the
and at the beginning ot the path Veterans Hospital in Togus.
home of Mary Ware. Dues are pay
1 And when the lightning passed, through the wood to Doctor CabMr. and Mrs. John Ach are in for the papers was secured. The lock, Irene Simmons; French III,
the girl stood still, her eyes dilated. ler's house, she bade this young
able at this meeting.
(program participants were: Theresa Madeleine Haskell. Katheryn Maxey,
! There had been something alarm- man stop the car. He did so, and town for a few weeks.
Fire of undetermined origin des
Farmers are bus^' harvesting ice Huntley, "History of the Mill'; Leona Jones.
I ing in her mother’s posture, in the she alighted, and ran away along
from St. Georges Lake.
| Marion Wallace, "Picker and drd
way she lay along the bed.
the path.
Two new girls at high school are troyed the James Rokes place Sun
i With an abrupt movement June
Forests Tibbetts has returned Rcom'
But hidden in the wood, she
Bowdoin Miller, “Spin- Elizabeth and Jessie Taff, daughters day. The property Is owned by Irv
turned on the light. An air-current stoftied to look back; and she home from Appleton where he has nlng' ; Olen.ce French. “Weave of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Taff and ing Towell and occupied by his son
coming from the open window in her stayed there till he drove on, watch employment in the woods with his Room''
Vernal Wallace, “Warp have c"me here from Rockland. The and family. Carl Towell. Loss was
own room blew her door shut with ing the headlights of his car till
| Dressing"; Edward Wilson, "Wet girls are members tf the Freshman unofficially set at $3,000. The owner
a reverberating crash; and she their gleam was lost behind a screen oxenis in New York where he is spend
Mrs. Laura Killen was called here Finish''; Mildred Jackson, "Dyeing'; class.
{leaped with dismay at the sudden of trees.
ing the winter. Only a few pieces
sound. But her mother had not
from Pasadena. Calif., by the ill-I Lois Bazemore, “Dry Finishing'1;
roused—did not move as June bent
When he was gone, she stood like ness of her husband, Oeorge Killen. 1 and David White. “Machine Shop”.
Electric Cooking School In the of furniture were saved.
over the bed.
one bereft, as though with him a
Arbutus Chapter. O.ES met Jan. This (S one Of the most interesting
Mrs. Leaford lay on her side, her part of herself had departed too. 8 and elected as officers: Margie 'assemblies the Student Council, es- new all-electric kitchen on the stage
at Temple hall, Rockland three
head pillowed on her left arm; her But then, in the darkness and the
right arm limp along the coverlets, rain, terror returned to spur her on. Skidmore, worthy matron; Walter penally active this year, has pre- Thursdays, Jan. 18. Jan. 25 and Peb.
i June had seen her in a drugged She ran up the path and so came Lunwick, worthy patron; Thelma sented. Excerpts from these papers 1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff, home
VINALHAVEN AND
Cole, associate matron; Forest Tib- wiI1 appear ln a later issue
sleep before, and there was nothing pounding on the Doctor's door.
economics director, will be in
ROCKLAND
patently alarming in her appear'j«he date for the minstrel show charge. Everybody cordially invited,
At length a flashlight’s beam bets, associate patron; Artie Crockance now. But though her mother came down the stairs; she could see ett, treasurer; James Burkill, sec-'has been set for Feb. 23. The apSTEAMBOAT
CO.
These giunt conc-sliaped vals arc filled with a sand
lay on her side, her head was turned it through the panel of the door. It retary; Beulah Tibbetts, conduc- I propriate title Is "Black-out", and plenty of room, big, comfortable
ROCKLAND,
ME.
chairs. All food given away. Most
so that her face was upward. The struck her in the eyes through the
anti water mixture of sufficient density lo float eoal
tress;
Ava
Stickney,
associate
conI
all teachers are working on the pro attractive door prize will be given
posture looked uncomfortable; and glass; and at the same time the
ductress.
Installation
will
be
Jan.
Service
To:
June very gently tried to move her door opened. The light was in her
duction which will be under super away at Peb 1 meeting, those at
free from rock and slale. This scientific separation
1 mother’s head to the left so that it eyes, and Doctor Cabler exclaimed: 22.
vision of the Student Council.
tending any or all of the meetings Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
guarantees every Ion of D&ll Anthracite lo contain
ington, Isle Ao Haut, Swan'a
might be at ease.
"June! God bless me!”
Miss Virginia Moody has been being eligible to receive it.—adv.
Island
and
Frenchboro
But when June touched Kitty Leahaste. This had not occurred to her chosen as candidate for the Cam
She whispered:
more actual coal. Try D&H Anthracite. \oil'll be
7-T-13
ford’s cheek smeared with un"Come quick, Doctor Cabler!”
before.
den
Snow
Bowl
Queen.
Miss
Moody
convinced it's heller.
j guents, her heart turned cold.
WINTER SERVICE
"Eh?” the Doctor exclaimed.
"Come in, June,” he commanded,
is a member of the Junior class,
June caught her mother's shoul and led her into the hall and shut •’Dead?”
Always think before you act, but
Subject to change without notice
ders. She shook them; she ctied: the door. "You’re drenched. What
"Yes,” said June, in an empty has a good scholastic record and is don't think too long about an
"Mother! Mother!”
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
tone. Even though the admission popular among her classmates. Her swering intersting classified offers.
“THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL™
is it?”
But Kitty Leaford made no re
"Oh, hurry, hurry!” she cried. convicted her of folly, convicted her support by the townspeople will be
Read Down
Read Up
sponse. June might as well have "It’s Mother. She's dead!”
of having lost her wits, of having appreciated.
A. M.
F. M.
PHONE 487
IS EPILEPSY INHERITED?
shaken a bolster loosely stuffed with
The word on her own lips struck run without the slightest occasion
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Warren
High
was
the
recipient
sand.
CAN IT BE CURED?
her like a blow. She had not till half a mile through drenching rain,
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
The girl backed away from the this moment shaped this word even yet she had no doubt that what she of an invitation to visit Rockland
A booklet containing the opinions
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
bed, her hands pressed to her lips. in her thoughts. "Oh, hurry,” she said was true.
High Tuesday afternoon and en of famous doctors on this interesting 8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
She turned and ran down the stairs repeated; and thought in a dispas
Kitty Leaford was dead. Of tills, joyed an interesting assembly, subject will be sent FREE, while they 9J0 Ar. Rockland,
519 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Lv. 1.30
last,
to
any
reader
writing
to
the
Edu

to the telephone in the hall.
sionate apathy that the injunction now, June was sure.
117-tf
which was announced by Principal cational Division. 535 Fifth Avenue,
The instrument was dead. She was absurd. If her mother was
BlaisdeU. The feature was Indian New York, N Y., Dept. JC-32
^nap£ed_ on the hall light ai). electhere could be no reason for
ContiHUttD
Tel. 21
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night and Sunday and positively
identified the man as the one who
_
.
;
. .
, ’ proffered rides to their homes, and
Brought Against Rockland then either made improper advances
Man In Bangor Court—1 °r assaulted them The Orono girls
VI 1J I tonnn n T
I said they were threatened with a
Held ln 3>BUUU Bail
revolver if they made an outcry ori '

Serious Charges

Page Five

A MAID CALLED MILLS
Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks
About Household Matters

CR1EHAVEN

Cake With Candles

The Island Card Club met Sat
urday night with Mrs. Rex Ander Our Friend “Boze” Treated
son.
To a Surprise By Ma
Virginia Ouptill, Barbara Blom
sonic Brethren
and Bert McClure have returned to
Rockland High School, Leavitt In
At a meeting of the Worshipful
stitute and Coburn Institute, re
Masters’ Association Jan. 5 in Som
spectively, after a vacation passed
erville. Mass., the “boys” slipped one
nere with their parents.
over on the secretary, Albion B.
Capt. Maxwell Young and family
Crocker, who was just beginning his
spent a few days In Rockland re 22d year as such, and has never
cently.
missed a meeting during that time
Miss Hilda Thompson has been Maine men stick.
visiting Mrs Fred W.lson.
Midway of the meeting there was
Miss Myrtle Gove has returned a "blackout" in the dining hall and
from Rockland where she received 1 a shadow)' form came through the
medical treatment for her hand. ; swinging doors bearing some object
Charles Carver Jr., called here ' lit up by candles, and advanced into
Friday inspecting what few lobsters the room and up to the officers' tabb
were In captivity.
• in the rear, and placed it in front of
Betty Simpson has returned to the secretary. When he had recovWatervllle H.gli School after a visit ered from the shock and the glare of
with her mother.
the candles, he read upon the cake,
Murry Ames visited friends here “Happy Birthday To You, 'Albion
recently.
,B.’”
-----------------j When he had come to enough to
SOMERVILLE
speak, he said to his 44 fellow mem_____
bers, "Thank you, boys. Tills is on
Mrs Warren Oliffen who is ill, me all right, as my birthday is not
Is being cared for by her daughter, until Jan. 13.” The lights then came
Mrs. Maude Reynolds.
1 on and the regular order continued.
Charles Brown Is employed ln
Tlie cake was ten Inches In dlLlicking birch to Oakland.
ameter with an emblem ln tlie cenMr. and Mrs Ed. Carey of Massa- ter, witli 23 candles upon it. It cerchusetts were recent visitors at the tainly doesn't mean 75 and qualify
home of Mr and Mrs Sumner me for the Three-Quarter Century
geane.
J Club. Being one of the young men
Charles Crummett la confined to porn 1,1 Tenant's Harbor Just before
the Civil War closed does entitle me
the house by illness.
Miss Virginia Pinkham was re- 10 bwx)nie one °f the Oa“8 Here w
cent overnight guest of Haz, 1 Brown
stl» «oln« s,ronK' but not tak‘
ing
chances
on the ice.
They attended the basketball game
Althe 8ec.
ln Appleton.
Somerville, Mass., Jan. 12.
Among the victims of measles are
Miss Ruby McDonald. Elwood Per
cival and Sylvia Percival.
Mr and Mrs. Vivian McDaniel of
,
j
Qf
H L
I Cranky? Reatleaa? Can’t al«*p? Tire easily?

In Bangor Municipal Court yes- ! refused h!s advances. These two girls
BKOADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
terdav seven cases of “high and were together, and one squeezed
• Monday. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
through
a
window
of
the
car
when
aggravated assault and battery' were
WNAC, Boston; WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC, Hartford;
WICC, Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
brought against Henry £ Ulmer of it was stopped and the advances
made—the other was released when
Rockland, whip pleaded “guilty" to
they both screamed, despite the dis
Do you visit the furnished rooms put ln oven or under broiler to
all charges and was held in $8,000
play cf the revolver.
ba 1.
in the department stores when brown.
Curiously enough, the first actual
'7
jiAiENT Mutrt of
Ocean Spray Cranberry Parfait
Judge Blanchard found probable
ycurre in town shopping? It's one
complaint came to local police only
cause, and bound Ulmer over to the
of our favorite ways to spend an One-half can Ocean Spray Cran
last Tuesday, from Mount Hope
WoRLLXA
Vet I
April, term of Superior Court. In
, hour or so even when we're not llke- berry sauce, 2 tablespoons powdered
cemetery officials, who told of a
default of the heavy ball demanded.
! ly to buy more than a few yards of sugar. 1 egg white. 54 pint cream,
UANK Av COUNT is
young girl, who came through tha
' chintz for curtains or a new knick- Baker's Almond Exttact, cubes of
Ulmer was remanded to Penobscot
cemetery the preceding night, abjut
County jail.
knack. You can roam through ex Ocean Spray Cranberry Sauce.
f O h'Aiif//? 6F
5.30 o’clock, as they were quitting
Crush the cranberry sauce with
Complaints were from Milford work for the day. The girl, they
citing interiors born in some decoMY
DEA'N Foo^ Si LF
. rator's brain and, at least, go home fork and beat together with the
Old Town and Orono. Six women said. was weeping bitterly, and her
and .push your own Lares and Pen- powdered sugar. Whip the egg
filed seven complaints charging as- clothes were slashed from neck to
fHAN
DER
sault.
1
ates into new and more artistic jux- white and cream. Combine the
the lower hem, Saturday night at
two mixtures. Flavor with almond
1 ta posit ion.
• • • •
the police station, this girl posiW Mutfol ,Nl'
through
extract
and chi11- T°P ’'dth a cube
We
walked,
pop-eyed.
Ulmer, according to his signed ‘ively identified Ulmer as the man
Lord and Taylor's William Pahlman I
cranberry sauce,
statements, told officers that on < who had bound her wrists behind
rooms the other day which you'll
Tomato Vegetable Soup
many occasions he had taken her back with surgeon's tape and
J
1
be
seeing
in
the
swank
magazines.
1
One
medium onion, chopped very
"women on rides” after offering to cut her clothes almost from her
' / ;
, It’s exactly like straying Into the
2 tablespoons Land O’ Lakes
take them to their homes. He said body.
boudoir of a Duchess or sneaking a Swee‘ Cream Butter, '» teaspoon
he had contacted them in several
The girl told of waiting for a
. ...... preview of a villa on the Riviera. | thyme and add the soups. To coninstances on State street, where street car on State street near Stet1 ij
The Pahlman rooms are beautiful tomato soup.
they were waiting for street cars to son square, after a brief shopping
Ss?—
jin such a mad. exotic way; no one1 Chop the onion very fine and
take them to up-river towns. Police visit to Bangor. Finally, she said,
Add the
I could live up to their challenge but brown ln the butter.
said Ulmer admitted one assault.
this "old sedan with yellow wheels"
I they're miglitly excit.ng to look at. j *byme and add the soups To conAccording to the story told by came along, its driver opening the
W<- jotted down trends that are densed scups add an equal amount
Ulmer to police, he had been arrest- door and asking her tf she would
su e to be followed by humbler folk
!n "t' us'ng soup can to measue
ed In Augusta "four or five years like a ride to Old Town. She aclike you and me.
Heat. Serves four
ago” on statutory charges involving cepted, site said.
Rtur.ia.ii Tea
young children and placed on pro- j In this, and in at least two other
Rooms done ln monotone, for one
bation.
{ Instances, Ulmed admitted to police;
• Sent in by Arnie Sumner of Can
thing, which doesn't sound inter
Searching Ulmer's ancient sedan, that he had been the man in quesesting but turns out that way. One ton).
Five teaspoons Tetley Tea, 8 cups
pollce found that screws holding tian and signed sworn statements to'
room was done in tones and shades
door handles had been removed and this effect.
of cocoa pink and brown., the walls. boiling water. 8 cups cold water. 2
wooden matches substituted, so that j
the upholsieiy—fascinating rough
•su8ar- 1 teaspoon allspice. 1
FAVORS DIES COMMITTEE
when the door was slammed sharply
weave stuffs, the rug and even the ‘easpeon cloves, juice 6 Florida
the match would break, and the
blonde woods and lovely old ma- oranges, Juice 1 lemon.
handle fall to the floor making Spanish War Veterans Would Have | Preparing For a Decade of Plenty | along this farm chermurgic work.
hagony of the furniture. Not som Steep the tea ln the boiling water
virtual prisoners of the occupant of j It Continue Work Against Un-I Congressional Republicans mak- May I point out to your committee ber as you d think, but very restful three minutes and strain. Boll
{ing up the Republican Study Com- j‘he possibilities for government rethe right front seat. The registra- j Americanism
Along the same line another room J ™ d »a « J ugar and spices toj mittee are making an intelligent and search not only in the processes of
Worried due to female functional disorders?
tion plates of the machine were |
wore a Chinese shadowy chintz with aether a ‘ew minutes. Add fruit
Then try Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable
By
unanimous
vote
Tiffany
Camp,
|
extensive
attack
on
the
problems
manufacturing
of
starch,
but
also
Daniels.
also partially covered with a red 1
oyster-white background for the Juice* and combine with the tea
Compound famous for over CO years in
Miss Vera Brown who has been helping auch weak, rundown, nervous
reflector so that at least two of the United Spanish War Veterans of confronting our nation at this time. In developing the uses of starch dewalls, the draperies and as uphol The spices may be lessened. If de
women. Start today/
registration digits were hidden, Tugus, has placed itself on record This is especially true of the Sub- rivatlves.
sired. Senes 25.
“I wish to point out that the mar stery for two chairs. Too much
Committee
on
Farm
Chemurgy
while the front plate was bent as favoring the Dies resolution proMENU
keting of small potatoes in small, the same? Il didn't turn out that
downward at such an angle that it viding for a revival of the commit- which all this past week has been
Breakfast
graded packages has neces - way
could not be read at all. Several tee to investigate un-American ac- hearing the experts of the nation ■ carefully
Stewed Prunes
—The figures in the chintz were
revealing scores and scores of oppor- >“a-’ed- an •increased• -tonnage of- culls
of the women who have complained tivities.
Broiled Bacon
tan and green and the long library Scrambled Eggs
available
for
manufacture.
You
can
to the police said that the handle I Junior Vice Commander Walter tunities to expand and develop agri
'Florida Orange Toast
table
held
a
great
Chinese
urn
filled
came off the door as it was closed, o. Smith says: "We demand that cultural products pointing to new i rradil) _un.dersUnd‘hat an
a ‘1
Coffee
Hot Nestle’s
and that the driver put it in his this committee be not hampered in -s of these various projects^and to
d^rjhese arils‘or manufae- with trail.ng green vines and there
Lunch
turing purposes will act as a price 'were antique green Chinese statues
pocket.
any of its efforts to secure and pre- more employment upon the farm stabilizer.
| at either side.
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•Toma’.o Vegetable Soup
The arr est was made about 5 p. m" sent to the nation the truth rela- Producing acres of the country.
Cream Cheese and Olive
“In my Exhibit No. 1. you will find
\t’e loved another bedroom with
Saturday. On Ulmer, police sa'd, tive to attempts to sabotage our;
Philosophy Of Abundance
, the production of “Irish Potatoes Bv . p[rij appie-blossom-figured chintz
Sandwiches
they found a 45 calibre revolver in a form of government.
I All
t ese experts now appearing states •• jt jj clear that many other on
ceiling, chairs and deep
'Russ an Tea
side-holster. The weapon was un- | “Chairman Dies says that if this before the Farm Chemurgy
em rm Com
m states will be directly interested in jjvan; the walls were red. the rug
Dinner
leaded, they said, but shells to fit ccmmittee can continue Its work It mittee are definitely advocates of the j sUrch research
Broiled Ham Slices
green
and
the
window
hangings
of
the gun were ln Ulmer’s overcoat
result in the deportation of ideas of plenty. They openly de-j Here it is evident Maine may well
r
Mashed Sweet Potatoes
poiket.
| 7,000,000 aliens now employed in Clare that the Ideas of scarcity will
[ffeen and pink striped glazed
a pioneer.
chintz with a swag and overdrapes 'Ocean Spray Cranberry Parfait
Y inj ran hatr all Uh- tuauriuMciawfiirlsand
Five women and girls two from American industry or on relief rolls, wreck any country.
The hearings are marked by the' *
u or
Creamed Green Beans
plcafturrs that Miami offers. 1.1 CntieMliHo
Cld Town, two from Orono, and a w, have pienty 0( gOod Americans
Use America's Idle Acres
interest and constant attendance uE £
embroidery
The tables
Apple Pie and Cheese
14-year-old Milford girl appeared to ta)((> up tbe jobs these aliens In these days of keen competition Sub-Committee members, such inaffords escelleril faeililiea und is lentrally
•Recipes given.
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ai police headquarters Saturday ]eave
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rapid development of backward terest and attendance are unusual wcr* ru®ed J*™’
located josl a whisper from all aclitilies.
in
committee
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here
at
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*
reen
and
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striped
chintz
whlch
"America used to be called the nations where capital is readily In
NORTH WARRFN
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The rales are well within your va<alion
melting pot which in days past was vited the agricultural program be- Capitol. Sessions have been held ^ejo the.
horr ble and it was lovely. And we
Miss Athleen Robinson is em
all right but since these days Ameri- 1 comes necessarily one of self support morning, afternoon and evening
liudjtel 250 artistically funualicd and decre
haven't tackled describing the ployed at the home of Clarence Peaca has become the dumping ground off the land. Under such a program I
rated morns wilhcianliination luhand shower
Pahlman
100ms
O.
well
you
never
J
body,
for the undesirables of the world of national agriculture, to buy prod- i
Sniffling and It
would believe them anyway, and I Mrs. S. E. Tarr is ill.
hulli from t2 50single. St 00 doolile Altrac.
is time to make a change and as nets abroad while we still have idle |
they beggar description, but do stop
White Oak Orange held its lntive season rsles quoted upon request The
our camp motto puts it What you ! acres is economically unsound. The
by and do your own looking and i stallation of officers Friday night,
can do tomorrow do it yesterday."' basic problem Is to put chemistry,
nmdrrnsir cooled cuffee stiopis famous fur tine
gasping Meantime, we still say tf i with Linwood Carroll of Seven Tree
Connecticut
____________
research and science to work for the
ftajd st nualerste prices Kt I imnodoru (xn-kyou want to venture forth on a Grange, Union, installing: Virgil
Delaware
French, British Once Enemies
farmers to find new and greater uses
..without doing anything about it
tad latunge is always a popular rendeitoua
1 little brave decorating yourself in j Hills, master; Willts Moody, overDistrict of Columbia
For hundreds of years the French for farm products.
Put a few drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol up
the new vein Dorothy Drapers; seer; Virgina Moody, lecturer; CurMassachusetts
and British were bitter enemies and j
Scientific Laboratories
each nostril right away. Feel it go to
Under the Personal Direction
book "Decorating is Fun" will be tis Tolman, reward; Emma Kalwork. Notice how it relieves irri
always fighting each other. During
Knowledge for practical farm use
Michigan
JOSEPH 11. ADAMS, MANAGER
vour
best
gu
de
and
friend.
Hoch,
chapla
n;
Austin
Kalloch,
tation and stuffiness of a cold. This
that time they had a poor opinion
_'
’ ..__ ' u
i.hnro
New Hampshire
of each other's manners, and we must CO!re ,hr0Ugh th°“
treatment is successful because VaYEAR
ROUND
Flc.-ida Orange Toast
j treasurer; Alma Jameson, secretary:
New York
spoke
of
"taking
French
Neave."
tories
able
‘
hrou
«
h
tro-nol is active medication—contain
One-fourth
cup
Florida
orange
Richard
Miller,
assistant
steward;
ing several essential relief-giving
iL
Pennsylvania
meaning to depart secretly without ,P>l°t plants tests plus practical demagents plus ephe
1 juice, I teaspoon grated Florida j W. L. Oracie, gate keeper; Hazel
the courtesy of a formal leavetaking onstrated experience safe and provVermont
drine—and is ex ■ui u» vou« non
orange peel, ’y cup sugar. 6 slices Hills. Ceres; Florence Feyler. Poor farewell. We still use the phrase, en new methods for new and greater
Wisconsin
pressly designed
tuts.
outte.ed toast.
jmona; Margaret Tolman, Flora;
says Pearson's London Weekly But
of farm products. The farmer
for nose and upper
• noted by Elmer Pinkham 1
FIRST
the French, too. adopted this saying. | must be free
the necesslty to
throat. And what's
Mix orange juice, peel and sugar. Fred Stimpson, lady
assistant'
the other way around. So in France
more, w hen used in
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Spread on hot buttered toast and steward.
time, Va-tro-nol I— VICKI -J
•'to depart like the English,'' meant, experiment.
Potatoes, soy beans, castor beans,
helps to keep colds
and still means, what we mean
from developing. VA-TRO-NOL
when we say "taking French leave." tobacco, milk, flax, wood pulp, al
falfa and corn were the principal
profit crops advocated by the testi
fying experts as the most likely
products of chemurgic development.
Congressman Ralph O. Brewster
is a member of this Sub-Committee
"MY EI6HTEENTH
EVERYTH IN6
NEVER
BETTER THAN
a
‘AU.
/Ufen
"the 0ur>iws!
having been chosen because of his
ANO KEENEST OF
V
THAT YOU CLAIM
EXPERIENCED SUCH
TWENTY MILES
YOU COULD
activities ln this field especially po
ALL'
ASK FOR’
PER 6AU0N*
tatoes for which Aroostook In the
AND MORE
PERFORMANCE'
Tho rnH'- 'i-: n "f 194r' PontiOC own#*!’ f“»fred‘
Third Maine District is noted. Keep
•
‘
Never
experienced
*My
3rd
Pontiac,
and
Thia
ia the 8th
•n.thirifl in hi-,lot v
Pr.ntiO< ho Been known for
meh comfort and per*
tbe family and I are
Pontiac I bave pur’Pleaie* me very
W "Mv
I’HO model
production and rural people profit
** ia tbe IKth Hontiac I’ve
vnrjf. c
hr$t -efomibendert <•:•
P#*nd
formsnee in an automo
thrilled ... the per
chated. It’s amazing
much in every oper
Here's What You Want To
bile. . . . Don’t know
bought. I am greatly
ation. I recently drove
formance ia all that
to tee the improve
ably employed is already a slogan of
vsh.t* f
nwnpi’ IN ONf TOWN »e(entl, wio*n
how anyone could build a better
268 mile* — and averaged better
you claim and more . . . excep
pleated, and my wife aaya thia it
ments. ... It haa everything vou
car, re<ardlc»h of *ize and coat.”
Know About Florida
than 20 mile* per gallon.”
tionally economical on gaa.”
the keenest onc ol all.”
could aak lor ia an automobile.”
the Study Representatives.
The Farm World of Tomorrow
HOW TO HAVE MORE FUN. Collier knows more
WM®.
Chemurgic developments need in
about Florida than almost anyone. Thai’s why you
telligent
assistance
and
co-opera

find Collier Hotels at the smartest resorts ..with
ake THE year’s outstanding
tion by State, Federal and local
magnificent beaches, wonderful sporiing facilities
agencies and the program should be
style leader—add smartness
and everything you want lor a perlect vacation
given widespread to the public, to the
and
luxurious finish to its wideHOW TO GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY. Small people
farmer and to the man on the
who know Florid* stay at Collier Hotels. Why?
seated interior—give it a powerstreet.
Because Collier saves money by operating TWELVE
packed engine famous for its
The
demonstrated
strides
in
thc
fashionable hotels under ONE management. This
' development of soy beans, potatoes ■
operating smoothness and silence
saving is passed on Io you in the form of lower rales.
1 and castor beans should be indica
— then include the year’s comfort
HOTEL MANATEE RIVER, Bradenton
tion enough of the vast possibilities
HOTEL CHARLOTTE HARBOR, Punta Gorda
sensation, the “Triple Cushioned”
involved in such a program. ConHOTEL SARASOTA TERRACE. Sarasota
1 gressional Representatives intend to
HOTFL TAMPA TERRACE, Tampa
ride —and you know a few of the
HOTEL FLORIDAN, Tampa
know the farm problem and how
reasons why 1940 Pontiac owners
USEPPA INN, Ureppa Island
chemurgy can best help the fanner.
GASPARILLA INN, Boca Granda
say,“Never dreamed a low-priced
The very first witness, Joseph WinEVERGLADES INN, Everglades
ROD * GUN CLUB, Everglades
car could be so marvelous.”
terbotham of the Vennont Agricul
HOTEL ROYAL WORTH, W. Palm Beach
tural
Products
Commission
in
pre

HOTEL DIXIE COURT, W. Palm Beach
senting his very first observation be
HOTEL LAKELAND TERRACE, Lakeland
spoke of the efforts being put forth
A Sand today tor your copy ol tha fascinating new Collier
by Maine in developing new uses for
Florida Folder, with all rates. It will help you choose the
resort and hotel that will suit your taste and pocket best. Write
potatoes. In Dart he said:
Hotel* or N. Y. office 745 5th Ave. Ask your Travel Agent.
“The most important agricultural
product of Maine is potatoes. At
one time there existed ln that State
about 67 starch factories, all using
culled potatoes as their source of
raw material.
“This country Imported during the
AND
ASSOCIATCD
HOTELS
745 FIFTH AVENUE, N.Y.
yean of 1938—255.934 pounds of
GEORGE H. MASON
starches. The New England Coun
Pre*. & Gen. Mgr.
cil Committee recognized the possi
bilities for research and emphasized
the Importance of a multiple use
starch made from potatoes and much
BATH ROAD,WISCASSET
712 MAIN STREET,ROCKLAND
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In Everybody’s Column

A Grand Affair

THOMASTON

Will Be the 75th Anniver
sary Observance At the »
University Of Maine
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SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
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Advertisements ln this column no*
Co exceed three lines Inserted ones for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for on*
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.
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TO LET
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Observance of the 75th anniver
i5 lb
14
13
sary of the founding of University
of Maine will be held Feb. 25 and
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Malcney of
18
19
26, and will be shared by students,
FOUR-room
compi^ely
furnished
17
1
Pleasant Point, and Mr. and Mrs.
apartment to let
W..rm. cozy, com
alumni and faculty.
fortable. privacy, yet central location.
Weston A Young were supper guests
1
23
20 21
At the acad.mic assembly Sunday
Hot water heat, shower, lire place heat,
Saturday cf Mr. and Mrs Warren
light and water free
TEL. £80 or
w
afternoon, salutation to the found
w
984 10___________
6-8
Knights, the occasion celebrating
lb
2b
ers will be delivered by a student
2.4
MODERN
apartment
to
let.
five
rooms
Mrs. Young's birthday. In the eve
with bath; every convenience, heated,
representative frem each of the col
fireplace, electric refrigerator, garage
ning they were joined by members of
leges and schools that make up the
Furnished or unfurnished as desired.
the Rock Club. Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Residential location; available after
educational organization of the uni
eb 4
Inquire MIKE ARMATA. The
Mackowan, Mr. and Mrs. Albert An
30
2.7
31
ien's Shop. Main and Park Sts , Rockversity and fiom the teaching staff
derson and Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
land._________________________________ 2-tf
The graduates of the university
Rowell. Prizes at rook went to Mr.
HOUSE to let. five rooms, flush;
1 5
3b
i2
will mark the anniversary at a din34
33
cellar, shed, garage; unfurnished or
and Mrs. Malcney and Mr. and Mrs.
partly furnished
DELIA YORK. Ill
ner Monday right. at which Presi
Pleasant St
7*9
Anderson. Mrs. Young received
40 41
39
dent Arthur A. Hauck and others
37 38
| HOUSE to let at 5 Broadway Place
birthday gifts, and the late lunch in will .-peak Frederick D. Knight.
W
for small family; all modern. E C.
cluded two attractively decorated
DAVIS. 294 Broadway.__________________ 7-9
'03, of Boston, president of the Gen
44
45
H2.
43
birthday cakes, cne made by Mrs.
FURNISHED three-room apartment
eral Alumni association, will preside.
to let. toilet, piazza, shed; hot water
Maloney, and the other by Mrs.
|
12
Knox St . TEL. 156-W
148-tf
48
, The committee in charge of the
47
4b
Knights.
_
university's participation in the cc- !
TWO unfurnished apartments to let
Tel 629-M. ELLA COLLINS, 25 North
Theic will be a rehearsal of the j ca5jon js composed of: frem the
i Main St._____________________________ 1-tf
50
49
drill teams of Arcana Lodge and I faculty, Dr. O. S. Liftes, dean cf tlie
SIX-room apartment snd bath to let.
415 month
V F STUDLEY, 283 Main
Mayflower Temple at the K. P. hall i £Cjj00i of education, chairman;
St . Tel 1154________________________ 6-tf
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
Wednesday at 7 oclock. The meetp Loring, director of short
HORIZONTAL
FURNISHED rooms to let, desir
12-Tidings
39- Not at any time
1-Resound
able location. MRS A. C JONES. 5
ling of Mayflower Temple will be courses, college cl agriculture; Dr.
Talbot Ave., Tel. 576_____________ 126-tf
14-Gain
40- Boy's name
4-Cover*
held Friday promptly at 7, in order Rising L. Morrow, professor of his- |
16-Harvest
FURNISHED room, ln quiet neighbor
42-Council of state
8- Deface*
The alumni of thc University of Maine have launched a campaign to aid the Orono institution to build a
that the members may attend the tory and government, and Prof.
21-Clesnse with water hood, five minutes from Post Offlce
44-A despot
9- Assist
new library to replace the present overcrowded 33-vear-old structure. With the use of reserve books jumping
TEL
34. Rockland.
87*tf
23- A black bird
46- Labels
installation at Friendship that Adelbert W. Sprague, head of the from 12,900 to 90.000 during the last 20 years and the pre .ent seating caput ity in the reading rooms only able to 11-Perala
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St. TEL
24Unit
of
electrical
47Prefix.
Asunder
night.
579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS
1-tf
department of music, both of the aerommodate 10 percent of the present enrollment at one time, the new building is an educational necessity. 13-Ran away and
resistance
48- Diminutive suffix
married
Mrs. Aletha Thompson returned college cf arts and sciences; and
26-Small child
49- Writing table
15-Reach
I wealth of detail cf Tudor court and 17-Guided
28- A fruit
50- lmitates
Saturday night after a visit with her Prof. Harry D. Watson, acting head
29- Hue
1 uses many characters, making Id-Worship
cousin, Mrs. Albert Morton, in of the department of mechanical
30- Dive rsify
VERTICAL
19- Fresh
Anne's
life
a
rather
solid
historical
Rockland
engineering.
31-Staid
20- Maket a mistake
'
novel
that
will
appeal
to
readers.
32- Choicest
From the student body. Kenneth
1- Pallid
Miss Blanche Raysor left today
22-Acid
At BLACKING TONS—640 pairs of
Hardly a man is now alive by 24- Norse god of war
34-Want
2-Gnawed away
GILBERT HARMON
43 50 $3 95 and 45 shoes for sale at 42.
for Harrisburg, Penna., where she is G Burr, a senior in horticulture, of
35Allows
3Serpent
Daniel C. Beard. A variety of ex 25- Gone by
Friday Jan. 12 to 20.
5-7
Correspondent
to spend two months with her Kennebunk: John D. Carlisle, a
36- Stake in cards
5- Atmosphere
WOOD sawing outfit for ,<Sle Apply
periences are covered in this life 27-Greatest
ft ft ftft
senior in economics, of Bangor;
38-Peruse
6-g
sisters.
6- lmpressea
MRS JENNIE MESSER Union.
30-Endow with
story. The author is best known as
41-An insect (pi.)
Elizabeth
M
Kruse,
a
senior
in
7Reseue
authority
Tel.
713
[
CAMERA
for
sale
—
Argus
Model
AF,
At the meeting of tlie Friendly
43-Stupid person
head of the Boy Scout movement in 33-Restrain
I with ease and accessories—415 Perfect
8- Liquefy
condition. 425 value TEL 1194-R 7*9
Club tomorrow night at the home of home economics, of Bangor; Ruth j
45-Fabric with a
9- lncreases
35-Narrow
road
America.
Mrs. Anr.ie Thomas will be hostess
j A special bargain for this week. 1933
corded surface
Mrs. E. R B.ggers, Mrs H. F. Leach E. Trickey, a senior in drama, of
10-Start
suddenly
}7-Epoch
Thoreau by Henry S Canby, is a ____________________________
1 Plymouth coupe for sale. DYERS GAR
(Answer To Previous Puzzle!
is in charge of the entertainment, I Pittsfield; and Charles Wilson, a t0 the Methodist Ladies' Aid So
AGE, Tel 124-W____________________ 7-9
--------------- •
fresh Interpretation and a discern-1
senior
in
pulp
and
paper,
of
Eastciety
at
her
home
on
Cross
street
and loveIy glrl
I APT house for sale, furnished, modwhich will include readings, repeat
-A good book is the best ol ing life history that may well lead!01 a
1 crn. best locality, profitable. For infor
next Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
IHIAIT
ed by request by Mrs. Faye Stetson. port.
friends, the same teday and for- to renewed reading of his works. A heart warming and tragic love story. |
mation write MRS HARRY L THOMP
The
alumni
committee
of
ar

SON. 24 Dumucco St . Tel. 599. Bath,
Miss Mary Owen of Virginia, a i ever
Tupper.
Other readings, songs and games
long
awaited
biography.
j
L*t
the
People
Sing
by
J
Me_______________________ ■________
5-7
• * • •
make up a program which promises rangements is made up of George student nurse at Massachusetts
Moment
in
Peking
by
Yutang
Lin.
Priestley;
The
touching
and
amusUPR1OHT piano for sale ln good con
D.
Bearce
of
Bucksport,
chairman;
General Hospital. Boston, was weekHave you a hobby? If not start
dition modern desk and chair to match
to be most interesting.
A story of Chinese individuals and ing adventures of an old-time vau- ;
also writing desk and bookcase com
tcday. Suggestions will -be " ^maTe 7^m?i^llfc lA the Lp'^r ' d^-ille comedian and an exiled pro.
Miss Doris Bowley of Warren was Mrs. Edward L. Herlihy of Banger, end guest of Orace Russell, who is
bined Call at 34 HILL ST.. Rockland.
Ralph
L.
Brown
of
Bangor,
Prof.
(
_______________________________________ J-7
passing a vacation this month from , found on
of the display table, middle clMses during the twentieth lessor who find themselves in an
weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. For
Joseph M. Murray of Orono, Sam the same hospital with Dr. and 1
i DRY cordwood for sale, del in lty
vour 'ibra-v
, —,,
rest Adams
cord loads. 47 cord. Tel. 263-13, L. F
o vi. a
5
century
A novel cf Cnrnese life, English village, and proceed to turn
uel
Calderwood
of
Bangor
and
For

TOLMAN_____________________________ 6*8
Mrs.
Charles
D
North
in
Rockland
,
•
•
•
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,
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Mrs Charles Webster fell Monday
I simply told with real understanding. it upside down. A story full of
est
K
Moors
of
Old
Town
GABON'S for sale dressed to order, at
and Mr. and Mrs. J. H Hobbs in
at her heme and sustained a dislo
Captain Abby and Captain John by thc authorof ImporUnce of Uv. amusing incidents and memorable
Med-O-Vue Farm, Thompson St , city.
e nnaiann
Camden
TEL 342_____________________________ 6-8
cated right shoulder. Slie is report
by Robert P Tristram Coffin, is a ing.
characters.
HEC] HESSE
TWO cows for sale one new milch
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Drown story, telling by logs and letters how
ed as resting comfortably, but guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Dow.
Bambis Children by Felix Salten
A Gcod Fellowship, by Mary Ellen
also breeding sow two years old. WIL
Miss Jane Miller attended the and son. Robert recently went to Abby and John Pennell spent most
SSDB0HHB
will be confined to her home for a
LIS
MOODY. Warren
5*7
SHQlSH
swimming meet between Springfield Florida where they will spend the of their wedded life on the ocean, Chase. Tlie story of a girlhood on A sequel to "Bambi" tells the simple
III
time.
D 4 H hard coal. egg. stove, nut.
the seaccast, told in A Goodly Herit- : absorbing story of the first year in
414.30 per ton. del. Household soft coal,
Last Saturday night at Andrews' College and Bcwdoin at Brunswick remainder of the winter.
of their family born at sea. and of age. is supplemented by this book. 1 the lives of his children. A tale !
48 per ton. del Lumpy new River soft,
during
the
weekend.
While
there
49 per ton. de! Ask for swap for cash
thor of "Madame Claire."
The annual meeting of the First the romantic adventures of a great
Oymnasium in the first game the
which
deals
with
educatioin,
teash.
with
appeal
for
old
ana
young,
tickets M B & C. O. PERRY, 519 Main
she
was
the
guest
cf
Miss
Katherine
Of
recent
books
have
you
read;
Congregational
Church
will
be
held
St Tel 487_________________________ 1-tf
Rockland Junior Varsity Team won
ship family and a great Captain.
ing and travelling. Pleasant, hu- I The Bride by Margaret Irwin. A
Children of God. by Vardis Fisher.
HARD coal for sale, 414.50; Pocahon.
Amateurs holiday by France- nforous writing by one who finds | historical novel from thc Court of
over the Thcmaston J. V. by a score Creighton and her mother, Mrs. Wednesday night. The business ses
tas soft lumpy. $9; dry fitted hard
Deer Deborah, by Louise Platt wood.
of 21-9: the Thomaston girls topped John Creighton, «
sion will be in thc parish house at Lester Warner. Delightful essay., teaching a joy and a satisfaction. J the exiled Charles II.
410.
J. B
PAULSEN, Tel
Mr and Mrs Gerald Creamer 5 o'clock and followed at 6.30 o'clock concerning a group of talented peo
Thomaston 62_______________________ 1-tf
Hauck.
the Rockland girls 41-39, and Rock
Free
and
Clear
by
Marguerite
MeOne
fight
mere
by
Susan
Ertz,
is
1
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted 41-23
.j
, .
. , Sister of the Angels, by Elizabeth
land boys won from Thomaston boys moved yesterday Into the southern by the annual supper, also in the ple who have gathered together on Intjre An ,ntlm#tc and ,human i tlte story of. an oid
Sawed 4115, long. 91.03. M. B. At C. O
man, sick and
PERRY.
Tel. 487
1-tf
35-34. This week both thc Boys and part of the house on High street parish house. After the supper there Christmas morning for a holiday.
hv
story of life cn a New England farm lonely, who finds new health and;0™**'
,
....
, ,,
| Christmas Holiday, by Somerset
Girls' teams go Wednesday night to owned by Maynard Linscott.
will be a musical program and an The essays deal with the pleasures
---------------------------------------- hepe in trying to solve the problems
Tlte
Portrait of Jennie by, Robert
R
Mrs. Mildred Barton and children address by Rev. Frederick L. Meek. and problems of managing a mixed
Waldoboro, and On Thursday night
Nathan is the story of a gifted art- of his two daughters and their fam- j Maugham
g
J<ximal by ♦
Dorothy
and
Peter
arrived
Saturday
the Rockland Juniors play the
D. D . minister of All Souls Church house-party in a snow-bound sea 1st who ccu'.d not find himself and , ilies. A delightful story, by the au♦
'
,
Lloyd Douglas
♦
Thomaston Juniors and South Bris frem Niantic. Conn., to visit Mrs. M. of Bangor At 8 30 o'clock the an shore cottage. Delightful reading.
A Oreat Tradition, by Frances R
tol Girls play Thomaston Girls at K Linekin
The Nazaren? by Sholem Asch. A
nual
roll
call
of
church
members
• • • •
CHILD wanted to board ln nice home.
Parkinson Keyes.
Thomaston.
will take pace in the church and new novel which presents in a new
TEL 967-W
7«9
Frank T. Studley
But
You
are
Young,
by
Josephine
way, the story of the life of Christ.
HERE Is your opportunity! Estab
Harvey Howard went Saturday to
will
be
followed
by
Holy
Com

Funeral services for Frank T.
lished business producing good earn
Lawrence.
Fairhaven. Mass., to visit his daugh
Tlie story is in three parts, present
ings offered the right man ln Rockland
Studley. 83. who died at his home munion. All members of the parish
Honesty, energy and good common
Escape, by Ethel Vance.
ter Mrs. Fred Arnold.
ing the story from the point of view
fensc ls all required. Write fully stat
here late Friday night were con and congregation, their friends and
Ivanhoe Keeler, by Phil Strong.
ing qualifications. Address BOX 367.
The Star Circle of Grace Chapter
guests, are invited to the supper of the Romans, the Pharisees and
ducted at the A. D. Davis and Son
A Half Inch of Candle, by A. Newark. N J_______________________7*lt
met at the home of Mrs. Faye Stet
and
the
program
which
follows.
A
Judas
Iscariot.
An
importrant
chapel Sunday, Rev. Donald F. Per
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watchss
Hamilton Gibbs.
book.
son last night with these members
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call a»4
ron, pastor cf the Baptist Church, sm»il charge will be made for the
Station Wagon Set, by Faith deliver. 8 ARTHUR MACOMBER. 29
Qu'en Anne Boleyn by Frances
present: Miss Helen Studley, Mrs.
Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. S5d-J
officiating. Burial was in Achorn supper.
Baldwin.
1-tf
Ruth Perry, Mrs. Cora Knights Mrs.
Hacket.' As in Francis the First,
Charles
Ball,
who
has
been
con

cemetery, Rockland.
Sweet Grass, by B M. Bower.
Josephine Stor.e, Mrs. Bernice
the author crowds his story with a ,
fined
to
his
home
for
the
past
two
Mr. Studley was born in this town
The Dude, by Max Brand
Knights, Mrs. Emm a Greenleaf,
son of John T. and Aurilla < Dun months because of illness, is able to
be out aga'.n.
I Outing Club Sunday night at AuMrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs. Blanche
Valley of Thunder, by Rex Beach.
ham i Studley, and fcr 25 years he
Dark Hotsc by Will James.
Lermond. Mrs. Madolin Spear, Mrs.
Miss Florence Carleton of Bo.>- ?usta when they joined the Waterwas a resident of Washington.
Easy to Kill, by Agatha Christie K»a.*««.******«.*l|
Margaret Stcnc, Mrs. Marion Graf
ton
was
weekend
guest
of
her
uncle
;
ville
Skating
Club
in
an
exhibition
WANT good results with poultry? Get
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Augusta
Silver Death, by George Gibbs.
Clements "Maine-Bred" Reds. Rocks.
ton. Miss Helen Duncan. Mrs. Emma
sponsored by Cony High School for
A Studley; two daughters, Mrs J Gleason Petty.
The n A draws a eirele bv Erie Better quality at economical prices due
me u a craws a circle. o> mic w Qur 4 Fanw, cooperation. Pullet
Young and Mrs. Avis Brasier. These
Thc Central Maine Power Cook-: the Finnish Relief Fund,
Frank Tirrell of Rockland and Miss
chicks ln aU breeds Write for free
Stanley Gardner.
ing School, in charge of Ruth ClUff ! Walter 6. Strout, 75. retired martofficers were elected: President,
catalog now. CLEMENTS BROTHERS
Mae Studley of Thcmaston. two
F.4RMB. Rt. 33. Winterport. Me
will be held at Temple hall. Rock-1 r.er. formerly of Rockland, died
Faye Stetson; vivee president, Helen
sons. Virgil F. and Pearl, both of
Stetson; secretary-treasurer, Jose
land.
Thursday
at
2
o
’
clock.
All
Sunday
at
his
boarding
place.
121
Rockland and a sister Mrs. Mina
Itt
phine Stone. Refreshments were
*
Camden customers are Invited and ®aJ' View street. He was a native
i Russell.
♦
served by the hostess assisted by
of
Mil'.bridge.
non
of
Ephraim
and
transportation arrangements can be
Experiments Under Way »
Miss Studley, Mrs. Young and Mrs.
Electric Ccoking School in the made by calling Camden Central Hanr.ah ((Leighton! Strout.
Which May Mean Much ******* *
*
Brasier It was decided to hold ths new all-clectric kitchen on thc stage Maine Pcwer office.
YARN for mgs and hand knitting
semi-public installation of the of at Temple hall. Rockland three
Chamber
of
Commerce
Banquet
8amples
and
kni
tting
directions
free
Scott Robert." was a weekend visi
To Maine Crop
H A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Me. 155-10
ficers of Grace Chapter Jan. 15 at Thursdays. Jan. 18. Jan. 25 and Feb. tor in town.
David Crockett, chairman of the
SKATES sharpened. H H Crie Oo
Watts hall. Tlie next meeting of 1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home
Three barrels of Maine potatoes for quickest service, leave at 406 Main
Mrs. Winslow Dillingham will be banquet committee of the second*
.
.
,
.
,.
.
st..
3rd floor CRIB'S Iron shop.
2-tf
the Circle will be held Feb. 5 with economics director, will be in hostess Thursday to Community annual Chamber cf Commerce
have been sent to Idaho for manu- ————
It may concern:
hereby
With the arrival of little Joanne to sanctify their home, life takes an
. TO whom
. ...............................
........I...........
Miss Helen Studley. The refresh charge Everybody cordially invited, Hospital Club at Green Gables.
banquet, which will be held Thurs- up beat lurn for Bill Shayne (Richard Ilixi and hLs wife Jessie (Gail fac.ure into potato shreds, as a part Kive notice that I will no longer be
ment committee fcr that date will plenty of room, big. comfortable
Gilbert Laite. who is employed day night, has announced that plans Patrick! in the scmi-gliost town of Reno. Later, when the town and his J of an experiment underway by two(QeoVgia A CTark of Washingbe Mrs. Ruth Perry, Mrs, Margaret chairs. All fcod given away. Most by Mrs. P J. Good, funeral direc for a successful affair have been own fortunes bo-.m because of Nevada's liberal divorce laws, Shayne finds University of Maine professors.
ton, Maine (Coopers Mills. R F D 2).
JESSE C CLARK Jan 15. 1940
his prosperity turned to gall and wormwood when his wife and baby leave
Stone, Mrs. Florence Gardner and attractive dcor prize will be given
Dr. Marion D. Swectman. profes
7-8A10 11
tor. has successfully passed the ex completed.
him. One of the most poignant scenes in RKO Radio's "Reno," co-starring
Mrs. Eeancr Cullen.
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at- aminations of thc State Board of
sor of home economics, and W. C. THIS is to notify all that I will not
The program coivists of:
Dix with Miss Patrick.—adv.
be responsible for any bills contracted
Mi and Mrs. Earl Melgard and i tending any or all of the meetings Embalming and received his li
Libby, assistant professor of agro other than by myself ALONZO V. BAR
Song, "America"; invocation. Rev.
6«8
son Peter and Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot ] being eligible to receive it.—adv.
nomy, are investigating the pos TON
cense.
William E. Berger; group singing,
MEN Women! Get Pep New Ostrcx
S. Dow of Newcastle were weekend |
7-T-13
sibilities of this new product for tonic
Hervey Allen is on a business trip leader. David Crockett; dinner;
tablets contain tonics, oyster ele
ments, stimulants for pep and vim
the Maine potato industry.
to New Hampshire.
group s nging; address of welcome,
often needed alter 40—by bodies lack
If the Maine potatoes sent to the ing iron calcium, phosphorus, iodine.
Mrs. Charles Cooks on. held a president W. G. Williams; introduc
Vllanitn BI Oet package Ostrex today.
Idaho firm for conversion into po- Call, write C H MOOR fi CO
bridge party Friday night in honor tion of incoming president, presi
7*12
tato shreds produce a satisfactory' skxatol Tablets, lor male* only
of her sister, Mrs. Elmer Thomas dent Williams.
Droduct me
the p.ocess
D’ocess maj
mav ocen
a *ncrfaseg
l,nd product.
Reconstructive
wme■
“INTERMEZZO”
proauct.
open al,
mctnboiu
m and stlmuawe
of Quincy, Mass., who is visiting her.
Introduction of president elect;
new market outlet.
I healthy condition, 50c and *1 pfcr botGuests were Mrs. Inez Henderson, incoming officers; introduction cf
r,
_
. j tle
WALMSLEY, 373 Main 8t.. RockDr. Sweetman became interested land.
l-tf
Mrs. Ernest Cookson, Mrs. Robert toastmaster. Rev. William E. Berger;
in the new product several months
—
Dexter. Miss Jennie Yates, Mrs. musical selection, The String Bust
ago. She arranged to have mashed prepare uniformly good mashed poBurnham Young and Mrs. Christine ers; presentation of oxygen tent
potatoes, prepared from the shred- tatoss, the cook merely adds an
Curry.
to the community. Lion president,
ded product, served to the faculty eqUai volume of water to the po
Henry Beverage cf Portland spent Dr. James Carswell; official greeting
of the College cf Agriculture at one , tat0 shreds, lets the potatoes tako
and acceptance, Town Manager,
the weekend in town.
of Its regular weekly seminar meet- \ up this water, then adds milk, butMrs. Gilbert M. Foxwell has re Percy R. Keller; musical selection,
in8sI ter and seasoning and whips the
turned from a visit with her brother The String Busters; Thc March of
Prof. Libby who teaches several mixture.
Frederick Strong of Bath, N. Y.. and j Tint? Broadcast; address: “The
courses in potato production and
From the standpoint of the potato
her brother. Dr. Richard Strong in Challenge of Dictatorship'', Hon.
marketing, immediately arranged to Industry, the new product holds
Boston.
Francis H. Bate, County Attorney
have samples of several Maine va possibilities as a method of utilizing
Today is the last showing of Gar- Kennebec County
rieties manufactured into shreds. low-grade potatoes. Potatoes for
bo in “Ninotchka at the Comique
When these samples arrive, they shredding must be sound, but size
Electric Ccoking School in the
Theatre. Wednesday and Thurs
will be tested in the college labora and appearance do not matter. Ob
day Gary Cooper in "The Real new all-electric kitchen on the stage
tories.
servers think that the new product
Glory" with David Niven and An at Temple hall. Rockland three
The shredded potatoes resemble might offer one way to store up a
drea Leeds.
Thursdays, Jan. 18, Jan. 25 and Feb.
fine noodles. The water content of supply of potatoes when the crop
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Wolfe and 1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home
the tubers—about 75 to 85 percent is large. And some city consumers
Max Baer cf Philadelphia spent the economics director, will be ln
by weight—Is removed and the po might find it easier to use more po
weekend at the Wadsworth Inn. charge. Everybody cordially invited,
tatoes are cooked. Ten pounds of tatoes if the new product becomes
While here they enjoyed the winter plenty of room, big, comfortable
potatoes make about one pound of generally available at a reasonable
sports facilities at the Snow Bowl. chairs. All food given away. Most
shreds.
price.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora R. Brown, are attractive door prize will be given
I awrence Grossmith, the college professor in Paramount's "All
Number one advantage from the
spending the winter in Fort Lau away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at
Women Have Secrets,” takes time off from classes to give two of hls taThe American Legion was orderdale, Fla.
tending any or all of the meetings vorltc students some advice that's not in the text-books! Taking his course standpoint of the consumer is the
convenlence and ease of prepara-1 ganlzed under a charter from edi
being eligible io receive it —adv.
Miss
Pauline
True
and
James
in
romance
are
Joseph
Allen
Jr
,
and
Jean
Cagney,
the
leads
In
tbe
t Jiauiatic scene showing Ingrid Bergman and Leslie Howard, the lomantic
tion offered1 by the new product, To I gross in 1919.
7-T-13 comedy drama.—adv.
Wentworth of Hope represented the
sweethearts in David O. Sehnick's “Intelmezzo, a Love Story."-—adv,

i
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FOR SALE

:
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WANTED

AT PARK TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

’gQQg ^D CHICKS*

Shredded Potatoes

MISCELLANEOUS J

THURSDAY

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 16, 1940
Mrs. J. Richard Bemis has been
in Portland for a few days, called
by the death of her aunt, Mrs.
Llewellyn Carleton.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Levensaler of
the West Meadows, entertained a
group of friends at their homc Sat
urday evening. Bridge prizes were
awarded Mrs. Arthur Bowley, Don
ald Parrand, Edward Baxter and
Mrs. Oeorge Hallcwell.
Other
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Teel, Mrs. Donald Farrand, Mrs
Edward Baxter, Arthur Bowley and
Oeorge Hallcwell. Buffet lunch was
I served at a iate hour.

Mr. and Mrs. Prank A. Tirrell will
leave today for Philadelphia, where
Mr. Tirrell will be cne of the judges
at tlie ‘National Pigeon Show. The
Tirrells will enter 50 pigeons of their
flock of 12b,
------Mrs. Louis E. Wardwell of Camden recently gave a luncheon and
Mrs. Carl O. Nelson and daughter J contract at the Copper Kettle for
Baraca Class of the Methodist
Greta are visiting in Cambridge, [ Rockland and Thomaston friends.
Church wi'.l mset Wednesday at 6
Mass.
Mrs. J. Marden de Shon, has re o'clock in the parsonage, for a cov
turned
to Portland, after a few days ered dish supper, members to take
Fred Sacker was the guest of Mr.
dirties and silver. A social evening
and Mrs. Prank S Lyddie the last visit, with Mrs. M, R. Pillsbury.
------I
will follow. Those who have coin
of the week.
A. H. Newbert Association, will calendars are asked to take them,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Munsey meet Friday night at the Temple.
Opportunity Class will i.e»t Wed
are spending a few days Ir Boston. with supper at tlie usual time.
nesday afternoon and evening at
Members of W.H.W.G. Club were , the Baptist Church parlors, for
Mrs. Richard Maxey cf Yarmoutn
white cress work. The cottage
is tire guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles guests Thursday night of Mr. and
prayer meeting will be held by those
Mrs.
Elmo
Crozier,
when
they
en

A. Rose.
tertained at cards and late lunch. attending, and take box lunch.

Mrs. Rupert 8tratton, entertained High scores went to Mrs. Clifford
Tlie Methodist Junior Ladies' Aid
the Universalist Church group at Melvin and Louis Parreault and low
will meet Thursday night at 6.30
cards. Mrs. Sherman Daniels and to Mr. and Mrs. Franz Butler.
for picnic supper at the parsonage,
Mrs. Everett Munsey won nonors.
41 Beech street. A business meeting
Adams Craft Club observed its
and social evening will follow.
In order to make room for my seventh birthday last week at Mrs.
new papers I am offering my entire Hervey Allen s apartment, in a man-i Mrs Isidore~^t entertained
stock of 1933 papers at one-third off ner befitting the occasion. The club | (ucn(h gunday njght al h„ home
the regular price; 230 patterns to was formed for the purpose of ac- | 91 North Main street, in honor of
chcose from. It will pay you to buy qulring some knowledge of the re.
, Mr. Poust's birthday anniversary,
now to use later. E. O’B. Gonia.—ad. lationship of horticulture and ecol- , Aftfr
enJovable cvfulng, amid
ogy to the garden. That it lias not
i hearty congratulations to the honElectric Cooking School in the been in vain, is manifested by the
! crcd guest, supper was served. Presnew all-electric kitchen on thc stage near professional attainments of
i ent were Mr. and Mrs. I K Ooldat Temple hall, Rockland three two members—Mrs. Anne Butler. I1 smith, Mr. and Mrs. Isidor Gordon,
Thursdays. Jan. 18. Jan. 25 and Pcb. with her well-known success of ;
Miss Anita Ooldfarb, Mr. and Mrs.
1 at 2 p. m. Miss Ruth Cluff. home herbs, and Mrs. E. Stewart OrbeJames Mendelson, Mr. and Mrs.
economics director, will be in ton's subject of gourds. Tlie other
I Alan Grossman, Mr. and Mrs Sam
charge. Everybody cordially invited down-to-carth-dirt-gardeners are,
Savilt and Mr and Mrs David Goldplenty of room, big, comfortable Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mrs. Arthur ; berg.
chairs. Ail fcod given away. Most Lamb. Mrs. Harold Jackson, Mrs.
attractive door prize will be given Ralph Wiggin, Mrs Oeorge Wood,
Stuart MacAlman of the Ports
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at- j Mrs. Olenn Lawrence. Mrs. Eugene mouth Navy Yard crew was the
tending any or all of the meetings O'Neil, Mrs. Hervey Allen, Miss guest of hls mother, Mrs. Marguebeing eligible to receive ft —adv. j Charlotte Buffum and Mrs. Russell . rite MacAlman over the weekend.
7-T-13 | Bartlett.
Mrs. F C. Oatcombe and sons
Robert and John were recent guests
of Mr and Mrs. L. W McFarland in
New Harbor.

BE HEAD GIRL

Oolden Rod Chapter held its an
nual meeting Friday night, and the
following officers were ' elected.
Worthy matron, Bessie Church;
worthy patron, Jesse Bradstreet; as
sociate matron, Mrs Doris Jordan;
associate patron. Ralph Clerk; sec
retary. Mrs. Clara Watts; treasurer,
Mrs. Millie Thomas; conductress,
Mrs. Leona Whitehill; associate con
ductress, Miss Katherine Veazie.
Finance committee, Milton Griffin,
Mrs. Hester Chase and Mrs. Belle
Frost. The supper which preceded
the meeting was served by the men
with Alfred Church as chairman.
The question is still undecided as to
what made the supper taste so good,
whether it was the fact that It was
served by the men or whether it was
because it was served from the newelectric kitchen. Mrs. Nellie Dow re
tired as treasurer after 22 years of
service. Installation will take place
Friday, January the 26th. with thc
retiring worthy matron, Clara Cur
tis as installing officer, assisted by
Mrs Oelden Munro as chaplain and
Miss Katherine Veazie as marshal.
Thc installation will he semi-pub
lic.

in the

Social
Whirl!
With Our

PRE-CONVENTION
SPECIALS
TRY OUR FAMOUS

$7 Steam Oil
Permanent,
$5.00
Other Permanents
from
$3.00
AND l'P

7*9‘10

SAVE ’23"

WMle^hei^Las£ Only * 61.61
SEE WHAT

EASY

3-ZONE WASHING MEANS

TO TOU...IN THIS NEW I94O|

QUEENS THEY WOULD BE
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ROCKPORT
UDA G. CKAMFNEY
Correspondent

The Garden Clubs

This And That

Highly Interesting Program
Is Laid Out For Midwinter
Meeting

Special features at the morning
scsslcn cf the third annual one-day
mid-winter conference of the Gar
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
den Club Federation of Maine to be
meet Thursday afternccn at the
held In the Senate Chamber at thc
h~me of MrA Christie Whitney In
State House, Wednesday, Jan. 24
By K. S F.
stead of Wednesday as originally
at
10 a. m.. are this week announced
planned.
by Mrs. Lucius D Barrows of Au
Due to the severe storm tlie meet
We have in recent times taken foto gusta, conference chairman.
ing of the Farm Bureau scheduled our everyday vocabulary such words
Gov. Barrows will extend a wel
for Monday was postponed to Wed as "defeatist" and many others that
come, following tlie reciting of the
nesday cf this wctk. It will be an we lived without: sadist, surrealist,
"Gardener's Collect" by the Federa
all-day session at the heme cf Mrs. glamour girl. What reallv is a
tion members. Mrs. Eva C. Mason of
Frances Farrand in Rockland.
glamour girl? Tlie Bcston Herald Dovcr-Foxcrcft, pres.dent of the
Ray Easton is able to be out spells this word "glamor." Our guide Maine Federation cf Women s Clubs,
again following a week's illness due has it as wc spell St, or "glamer.” will speak on "What Our Federa
to the grippe.
Take your choice.
tion is Doing on Roadside Develop
• • • •
The Twentieth Century Club met
ment and Conservation."
Miss
Diner: "Waiter, lcok at tills— Elizabeth Gardner of Orono, a
Friday afternoon at the honie of
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard. Mrs. Lina what I found in my oyster stew. It's graduate of the University of Maine,
Joyce gave a review cf the book a leaf of something."
who has begun a library course at
Waiter; "Oh, that is easily ex Simmons College, following two
'The Song of Years" by Bess Street
er Alarich. Next Friday Mrs. Viola plained. Sir. you may not know but years at the State Library will
Spear wil be hostess at her home on wc have branches everywhere." Page spak cn “Outdoor Books for Win
Pascal avenue and Mrs. Lintliel F. S. B.
ter reading."
• • • •
Lane will review the book “A Goodly
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of West
The giant model of thc moon at Rockport, director of the Medomak
Fellowship" by Mary Ellen Chase.
Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles,
region, will read an original prose
Basketball lovers are eagerly an
was built by Roger Hayward, and
poem on "My Garden" and Earle R.
ticipating the League game Friday
conforms to exact scale with photo
Hayes, well known baritone of Au
night between Lincoln Academy and
graphs taken with the 100-inch tele
gusta will sing. A short address
Rockport High at Town Hall gym
scopes at Mount IWilson Observa
given by Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage,
nasium.
tory.
Federation president, will be fol
Mrs Elizabeth Williams has re
• • • •
lowed by two-minute talks on "Fu
turned from a month's visit with
Neptune's satellite moves about
ture plans" by the 14 State chair
her daughter in Buffalo, N. Y.
that planet in a little less ‘than six
men. Thc discussion forum, open
Phyllis and William Spear and days. Neptune's moon is about the
to all members, will be conducted by
Bruce McFarland were among those same size as the earth's moon.
Mrs William Ellfogwcod of Rock
< • • •
attending a party in Camden Sat
land.
t
He:
"Do
you
ever
go
camping?"
urday afternoon honoring the third
At
the
noon
luncheon at thc Au
She: “No, when we feel thc urg".
Upper left. Shirley Stickney of Rockland; upper right. Norina Havener birthday annivcrcsary of Miss Con
gusta
House,
guests
of honor at thc
we
take
off
the
window
screens
and
of Rockland; lower left, Evelyn Willis of Rockland; lower right, Patricia stance Robarts daughter of Mr. and
head table with Mrs. Clarence S.
Allen of Rockland.
Mrs. Myron Robarts. They were get thc same effect."
• • • •
Beverage will Include Governor and
accompanied by their mothers, Mrs.
Seattle, Ore , has the largest com Mrs. Lewis O Barrows, John HopSPRING FLOWER SHOW
Hie Shakespeare Society met Iasi,
Viola Spear and Mrs. Raymond Mc
munity forest in the United States. kinscn Baker of New York city,
night at thc homc of Mrs. Harriet
Farland, Jr.
62,000 acres and they look after It executive director cf thc National
Frost, with Mrs Nettie B Frost the Annual Prevur Will Be Held In
A memorial service for departed
and take pride in It, too.
Brston March 11-16
Association of Audubon Societies;
leader. Act 1 cf Thc Merchant of
members will be held at thc stated
• • • •
Mrs Eva C. Ma »on of Dover-FoxVenice was read. A trip to Venice,
meeting of Harbor Light Chapter
"Let’s go to a restaurant where croft president of the Maine Fed
Spectacular with lavish color, rich
the lcca’.e of the piay. by means of
tonight. Picnic supper will precede they have music tonight."
eration of Women's Club; the four
moving pictures formed a back- with a parade ot all that is new in the meeting
T thought you did not like music past presidents of the Garden Club
ground for study. Despite inclement gardening and more beautiful than
A pleasant get-together of the when you dine."
federation, Mrs Ernest Ames Rob
weather, 17 members were present. ever before, the 69th New England officers cf all organizations of fhe
"Ordinarily I don't, but tonight I bins Jr., of Camden, Dr Charles J.
Spring Flower Show of the Massa Baptist Church was held Friday feel just like eating celery."
Bragdon of Gardiner, Mrs. Fred S
Corner Club met Friday with Mrs. chusetts Horticultural Society will night at the vestry. With the pas
• • • •
Woods
of Portland, who is now Vice
C. M Richardson. Mrs I. J. Shu present its annual prevue of Spring tor Rev. C. Vaughn Overman presid
Commercial airplanes In the Unit
President for tlie New England Re
man was tops at cards.
ed
States
have
flown
nearly
7,000,000
ing, many matters pertaining to
March 11-16.
gion cf the National Council of State
As before, the place will be Me the future work of the church were miles a month without a fatal acci
Garden Clubs and Mrs. Harrie B,
Sewing occupied tlie attention of chanics Building. Boston, but the discussed and plans formulated dent. Wc call this safety travel.
Coe of Portland; Miss Teresa Arau
• • • •
Browne Club when it met Friday
changcd Thcrc which will be put into action In thc
An automobile driven by sports of Camden, who served twelve years
night with Mrs. Knott C. Rankin. wil! be no Sunday show this year. near future.
as thc first president of the first
Thc Johnson Society will meet men around a lake in Florida ran
Mrs Cecil Murphy was hostess Instead, the doors will open at 1
Garden Club in Maine, the Camden
over
a
28-pound
bobcat
and
killed
It.
Wednesday night at thc home of
last night to Monday Niters, at her p. m. Monday and close at 10 p. m.
The driver put the car into reverse Garden Club, organized in 1915 and
Mrs. Emma Torrey.
cn
Saturday.
home on Park street Prizewinners
to have a run back to look, and ran this year observing its 25th anniver
•
•
•
•
Arno H. Nehrling, manager of the
were Mrs William Hooper, Mrs.
over a rattlesnake and killed it. One sary; Mr. and Mrs. Earle R Hayes
Relief Corps Installs Officers
Clarence Knowlton, Mrs John Mills. show, has been bus}’ with his staff
of Windsor, Mrs Melvin E SawThe newly elected and appointed good day’s work we would think.
• • • •
Mrs. O B. Brown and Mrs. Arthur for almost a year preparing for the officers of Fred A. Norwood Wom
tellc Winthrop Street, Augusta, is
Buffalos provide about 25 percent to receive luncheon reservations by
Bowley, Miss Doris Hyler the con opening day and activity is now at an's Reliel Corps were installed Fri
solation winner. The door prize was lever heat with millions of blossoms, day night at a private ceremony, of all thc milk used in India.
January 17.
• • • •
awarded to Mrs Brown The meet lrom orchids to crocuses, being with Past Dept. President Emma L.
The afternoon program, opening
San Antonio—A law against wo
ing next week will be with Mrs. forced into bioom Particular at Torrey as installing officer She was
promptly at 2 p. m with the singing
tention ls being given to the Stone
men wearing shorts has been passed of "America the Beautiful," will be
Bowley. Talbot avenue.
assisted by Mrs. Addic Wentworth
acacias, long absent from the show,
in Mexico. They think Indians wear devoted to the lecture on "Birds
as conductor and Capt. Ernest Tor
little enough clothing and have de Along thc Maine Coast." Illustrated
The Educational Club is holding which will return this year to pre rey as musician.
creed that tourists are to wear skirts with colored motion pictures, and
a banquet Friday night at 6 o'clock sent the biggest display of these
Those who will fill the chairs for
in Grand Army hall, this being com beautiful yellow trees that has ever the ensuing year are: President, or full length trousers.
given by John Hopkinson Baker,
• • • •
bined with guest night. The afterstaged in America A nature
executive director of tlie National
Mrs. Hattie Kenney; vice presidents,
Because Puerto Rico Is situated
noon meeting will open at 3 o’ctcck. trail, which will take patrons Mrs. Effie Salisbury, Mrs. Vellfo
Association of Audubon Societies.
in
thc path of the trad’i winds, it
through
a
wood
beside
a
rushing
Mrs. Flora Ulmer is chairman, as
Simmons; treasurer, Mrs. Cacilda has the most even temperature of Mr Baker will also speak on "The
sisted by Mrs. Eugene Sleeper and breok, is also being given special Cain; chaplain. Mrs. Emma Torrey;
Audubcn Nature Camp for Adult
a competent committee. Speakers attention. All in all. 171 displays guard, Nellie Alexander; conductor, all countries in the world. It has leaders in Muscogus Bay, Maine"
a mean average of 73 drgrecs in
will be Sumner Sewall of Bath presi and classes will be on exhibition.
Mrs. Addic Wentworth; secretary, Januaiy and a mean average of and will conduct a question period
Prof. Ray M. Keen, director of the
dent of the Maine Senate, who wil.
At 4 o'clock, Mrs Lewis O. BarMrs. Estelle Simonton; patriotic in 79 degrees in July. Let's go.
Use for hls subject "Maine, a Lead Waltham Field Station, is chairman structor, Mrs Maud Eivis; press
rows,
a member of the Garden Club
• • • •
er ; Senator Henry C. Marden of of the committee in charge of the corespondent, Mrs. Louise Melvin;
Skimmed milk buttons are the Federation, will be hostess at tea at
Waterville who will . peak on "Cur ' NhiWtion The . "cretary is E. I. assistant conductor, Mrs. Maud Pet
latest. This country used to throw the Blaine House. Mrs Clarence
Present Crisis," Mrs. W O. Fuller. Farrington secretary of the so erson; color bearers, Mrs Minnie
away enormous quantities
of S Beverage and officers of thc Fed
whose subject is "Lillian M. N. ciety.
Wellman, Mrs. Milford Holmes, skimmed milk after the cream had eration invite all cf thc general pub
Stevens," and Mrs Mary Perry Rich
Mrs. Ellen Bohndcll, Mrs. Carrie been removed. What a wasteful lic, interested in thc Federation ac
Have you seen thc new Etude? A Gray.
who has chosen "Maine's Hall of
nation wc have been. Now we are tivities and conference program ,to
attend the one-day conference, the
Fame" and "Elizabeth Akers Allen". much improved publication makes
Mrs Torrey was presented with learning.
only requirement bring the payment
All members not reached are asked its bow with tiie January issue—a gifts by Mrs. Effie Salisbury, retiring
9 • • •
physical improvement largely, for president and also by Mrs. Ellen
to take sweets.
It takes about 1.509,€93 pounds of cf the registration fee at thc Senate
the contents have maintained a Bohndell. Mrs. Salisbury, who com food each day to feed thc C.C.C. Chamber, where a recognition badge
high standard over many many pleted a 25-year membership in the boys scattered throughout the coun will be given. The registration
Wedneaday-Thursday
years. The changes, so the edi Corps this month received a 25-ycar try.
committee Ls Mrs. Frank P. Bab
tors tell us. are based upon long badge, Mrs. Torrey making the pre• • • •
bitt of Hallowell, Mrs. William H.
the
ar.d
co-operative
correspondence
Hinman and Mrs. Brooks Savage of
An
exhibition
at
the
New
York
rentaticn
in
behali
of
tlie
organiza

The
with subscribers—In other words, tion. She also presented to Mrs. World s Fair which proved of great Skowhegan. Mrs John O. Piper of
world .helre.hyoulhof.a <irl
ll-tooit is The Etude adjusted to the Salisbury a personal gift as did also interest to glass students was the Waterville, Mrs. Harry Fossett of
heart
lovcl
new day. At cncc you will notice Mrs. Ellen Bohndell and Mrs. Mil collection of early bottles and drink Cakland and Mrs. Charles T. Pen
Kterlude
ney of Augusta.
it is net so tall; the smaller piano dred Holmes. In acknowledging ing glasses.
j and the . mailer music carriers called these gifts, the retiring president
Knowledge ls a steep which few
i for this, as did the eye experts who also thanked all officers and mem
tell us that thc notes on tlie music bers for their co-operaticn during may climb very high, while duty is
a path which all may tread, with
rack should always be easily within her term of office.
the normal rantte cf vision. The
In thc absence of the newly elect too few gc:ng as far as paths arc1
paper now is pure white, not dull ed president, who was called to open to them.
a • • •
in color. This together with a much Bucksport by serious illness of a sis
MABEL F. LAMB
"What
is
your
favorite apple?'
sharper, slightly larger and clearer ter-in-law, Mrs. Salisbury will con
Offers Three Free Courses in
"Scotch
Communist."
type, makes the magazine far more tinue to fill thc station until her
"Never heard of it."
MUSICIANSHIP AND
readable. A famous occulist was return. Following the ceremony
"Macintosh
Red. you know.”
consulted about these betterments refreshments were served and a so
PIANO PLAYING
* a • a
and approval in thc highest terms cial hour enjoyed.
CALL 1026, ROCKLAND
There arc 13 birds which have as
was received.
Next Friday night the Corps will their specific name, "Carolina" or
frem 12 to 1 P. M.; 6 to 7 P. M
meet at thc home of Mrs. Torrey. its derivatives. The specific name
7-1
SELZNICK INTERNATIONAL
present!
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
of the “chuck-wills-wldow" ls auElectric Ccoking School in thc trostonius Carolinenets. Do you
new all-clectric kitchen on thc stage knew thc chuek-wllLs-widow?
at Temple hall. Rockland three
(. R A P 61 I c Q
• • • •
Today and Wednesday
Thursdays. Jan. 18. Jan. 25 and Feb.
in
Thc
conductor
was
rehearsing
a
“RENO”
1 at 2 p. in Miss Ruth Cluff, home new musical play.
RICHARD DIX. GAIL PATRICK economics director, will be In
THEATRE
"Thats far too loud", foterrupied
A Love Story
charge. Everybody cordially Invited thc producer.
THURSDAY
|MTIO»UCIM«
plenty of room. b:g. comfortable
"I can't help it." returned the con
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
chairs. All food given away. Most ductor. “It calls for forte".
GARY COOPER
attractive dcor prize will be given
"Never mind that," answered the
In
NOW PLAYING
away at Feb. 1 meeting, those at producer, "Make it thirty-five".
•TOUR WIVES"
• » • a
‘THE REAL GLORY”
tending any cr all of the meetings
with
with
The most complete expression of
being eligible to receive it.—adv.
LANE SISTERS
it att
DAVID NIVEN, and
7-T-13 human life in literature ls the Book
JOHN GARFIELD
ANDREA LEEDS
of Psalms. Man who seeks can find
Tel. 2229

Scholarships For
Music Pupils

EASY WASHER
GENTLER WASHING .. WHITER CLOTHESI
Every garment in the tub washed thoroughly—no
under-washed clothes in "dead zones" at top, no overscrubbed clothes at bottom of tub. AU the way from
top to bottom, EASY'S ex
clusive 3-ZONE action .
• 30 dOWI
washes ALL the clothes ’
ALL the time.
$3.90 monthly

LESLIE

NIWARI

COMIOUt

INTERMEZZO

COMPARE THESE FEATtfftEft

• MASSIVE STREAMLINE WRINGER—new lever reiet.
with Mll-adjutting pressure—double bar release—roll
slop.
W ALL-WHITE —big while porcelain enamel tub—other parts
in matching, color-last, chip proof, 3-Iayer EASY-namel.
• LIFETIME TRANSMISSION—Quiet and enduring. Sealed
in oil lor Uouble-lree operation.

INGRID BERGMAN

WITHOUT ELECTRIC PUMP $51.61

CENTI

|pM

INE
IMPAMY

Strand &

Shawl Mat Z M, Rvr 130, 1.30
Condnanus Saturday 2.00 ta 1030
Sunday,
n'clofl .

Plus Tally-Ho, $25.

O C K

The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
2 30 with Mrs. Louise Ingraham,
Lindsey street. The program topic
will be "Our Legislative Program."
Mrs Clara Emery, leader. Dues are
payable to Miss Edwfoa Jipson.

the expression of any and every
mood in these great poems, from
injustice, despair, or doubt, wrong
or wronged, want of refuge or hope
and exultation AU can be found
in tha Book of Psalms.

LAST TIME TODAY
GARBO
in

“NINOTCHKA”

Every-Other-Day
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but it was suflk'k'ut. Thc mod
ernistic furnishings and gay at
mosphere of the place was almost
Gasoline Prices 7 Vi Percent What Mayor Payne Has
The Ounce Acquaintance as exhilarating as the cocktails, and Maine Will Have An In
Below 1923, Have Been
Done To Relieve Unem
triguing Exhibit At Me
Proved To Be Mr*. Jones, Sam was satisfied
But Not Samoset’* Wife j A drive down the avenue of gaily
Boon
To
Motorists
ployment In Maine
chanics Building
_____
decorated Christmas trees leading
A $10,200,000 bonus in lower gas
Augusta, Jan. 13.
St Petersburg, Fla Jan. 9 out to the Municipal pier, seemed to
Exhibits from the State of Maine
oline prices was distributed to Maine Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— be ln order after the stop at the mill again be conspicuous numerlcmotorists in 1939. according to
Mirobar. This feature of St. Peters- ally an(J
at the gnnual
If a man should suddenly make hls
What would a woman, approxi
Joseph B. Campbell, Secretary of appearance on this earth and pro
burg's Christmas was a high spot
.
mately 40 years of age: attractive, ......
. .
,. .. New England Sportsmen's and
the Maine Petroleum Industries vide work for all the unemployed
tn holiday decoration which couldn t
restless and inclined to bs roman
Committee
millions, he would naturally be ac
be neglected. The crowd of sight | Boat Show. Peb 3 to 11, at Mechtic desire most in the way of an
Oasoline prices have been about claimed the miracle man of all
seers rolling down the broad avenue anics Building. Boston. This event,
evening s entertainment?
7H cents per gallon below prices times.
in the soft air of a semi-tropic night which affords a preview of the 1940
That was the question which
.
.
,
. . .
prevailing in 1923, the year selected
While gubernatorial candidate
.
v. . j ,
with the bells chiming high over- recreational season, ts the forerun
Samoset Jones, husband of Sarah
,
____ , ,. ,
•
J__ _________________
by the govenment as a "normal" Mayor Frederick O. Payne Is not a
head; the colored lights festooned ner of similar expositions under
Jones and father of several sturdy
price year, said Mr. Campbell. On miracle man. he has however acalong the way; people in straw hats Campbell-Fairbanks management
11.tie Joneses, was laboriously conthe gasoline consumed by motor complished much humanly for the
and light dresses; flowers, palms, this winter ln New York. Detroit.
s dering in an uncertain and somevehicle owners in this state in 1939. ! State of Maine.
. ...__ _
and the moonlight shining on the Indianapolis and Buffalo
what bewildered mind. How he had
...
.
.
the resultant saving amounted to ! Mayor Payne has actively co-operwaters of the bay. made a Christmas
The official State of Maine exgotten h.mself involved in such a
ated for a period of years with the
$10,200,000.
plciure which was different from hibit. now being constructed under
problem was not quite clear to Sam.
"This contribution is an outstand Maine Chamber of Commerce and
any 3am had seen, and it was evi- j the supervision of George J. Stobie,
He had met this woman on one
ing example of how private enter other civic groups in seeking to re
dent his companion was enjoying it Commissioner of Inland Fisheries
of St. Pete.sburgs famous green
prise is advancing living standards lieve problems of unemployment.
as much as he did.
and Oame. again is expected to be
benches, only the night before, and
of the American people. By im His efforts in this connection result,
Sam had selected the Chatterbox pne °I
dominating attractions
had walked home with her. Afterprovements in production and re ed in the establishment of major
ward he had found himself in heric«ft! and ni8ht cIub tor 'heir din- of the New England Sportsmens
fining methods, and economies all industries in numerous Maine com
apartment facing what he called a n?r Ne p.cked the Chatterbox
1 wl OCCUP> 1 e stage o
along the line from producer to munities providing direct employ
ticklish situation and had proposed,
because it wm fashionable Orand Hal1 85
receiu **»»■ *’»«>
consumer, the cost of gasoline to the ment to approximately 4.000 persons.
this party as a way out of the «». «*> 'here was a floor show there cveral Maine camps and.axsoclaMany people knowing he lias per
public, exclusive of taxes, has been
barass ng position tn which he found Being early there wculd be an ex- ■ 011 ex iibits adjacent.
cut nearly in half since the “normal" formed this wonderful feat as mayor
A newcomer among Maine e^of Augusta, are now wondering what
h.mself. The devil, himself, must c€hent choice of tables, and there
year of 1923," said Mr. Campbell.
i
wculd
be
plenty
of
time
to
enjoy
hib
tors wU1 be th* Kennebago
have prompted the suggestion for it I
"These lower gasoline prices have a man of his ability could do as Gov.
only seemed to make matters worse. Iktheir dinner before the show started, Lakes Region from Winthrop, in
stimulated greatly automobile own ernor ol Maine.
Supposing hls wife should flnd outiThls tllrned ou'
** «ood Planning chM;«e of R L Marsana, while also
Merle F. Dobbins.
ership. Since 1923 more than 10.h> was planning to step out with a 'and Sam chcse abd had served, the maWng its debut will be the Range000,000 families in the United States
woman he d picked up in William's most exotic and «l*nsive dishes le>' Lakes Region, under the direchave become car owners. Tire
ORCHIDS FOR VIRGINIA
Pa k; knew he was flgur ng to spend j
cculd find °n the menu The “cn of E A Wentworth, secretary,
United States has more than twice
money on her? Hot Diggety Dog ’fcod wa-s excellent and both of them Kennebec Fish and Game Associaas many automobiles as all the rest
Virginia ls a remarkable State and
he'd never hear the last of lt. Be<«U )“»«<» «> 'he meal and tlon °f North Belgrade will return
The Finnish government is also physician in the fight against al- of the world. Two out of three fam- Richmond a very much alive city
fere h s wife got through with him when food n° longer interested them ,o the Bos:on «how. »’"b Maurice
very friendly toward the temperance coholism was discussed and par- uies ln the United States own and and the key to the States general
|
_
movement. The piesident of the re.]ticularly emphasized by a leading operate cars , and a majority of greatness. Thc people In this city
he wculd .feel like a combination of Sam. try.ng his best to be a genial Geering hi charge.
O'-her Maine exhibits include Big International
Temperance public is himself a total abstainer representative of the German medi- I those families have incomes of less think things out well jand then go
Bluebeard and Judas Iscariot, sling and solicitous host, suggested a
Houston Camps from Katahdin |
ing flve dollar bills around faster bottle of champagne
at them with determination, and
Forces Held Congress and so are several members of the cal profession. In Germany it is than $30 a week.
■Heck." he said, "Ive always Iron Worlu: Oordon PrMer* ln”
government who attended the ses- now felt that the physician, as an
"An Important factor in this re presto—the thing is done. Just
than John D. Rockefeller shed
Last September
wanted to t:y the stuff but I never'1" Ca.mps fr°m SqUare
Ouer'
sions. not only in their official ca- agent of the state hygiene propa- markable expansion of transporta- now Richmond ls preparing for one
dimes
’
had
a
reasonable
excuse
before
"
ette
’
cUnset
IZKl
8e
and
Camps
from
A widow, too. he'd forgotten that.
While the eyes of the world are pacity but as fellow-workers. The ganda. has definite duties with re-, tion standards of living of the of the greatest art and social events
Mrs Jones was dubious, but Sam Damarlscotta Lake. Jefferson, in turned upon Finland, and the heroic only regret was that this year gard to the alcohol question.
That made it wo.se. What Sarah
American people has been the tn- in the brilliant history of Virginia.
could do to a gcod looking widow was gently persistent, and she finally charge of Chandler Stetson; Tam- struggle she is mak.ng for her na- America was not represented at all. Great interest was attached to ’ genuity and enterprise of the petro- It will b? called "Argentine Week.''
The use of alcohol as a moral the d scussion on the principles of j leum industry in bringing the cost And the Virginia Museum of Fine
wlien she really let herself out. was consented to try a pint bottle of a A-Rack Camps, from Orr's Island. tional life, it is interesting to note
appalling
Well, it couldn't be well known domestic brand After Mrs N B Knorr, and Kennebago that only as recently as last Sep- problem was considered from the temperance teaching Temperance of motoring within the reach of mil- Arts will entertain tlie Pan-Ameri
Lake Camps. J. Lewis York.
tember there was held in Helsingsfor general philosophical viewpoint, and teaching in schools is approved by Hons of families with modest in- can diplomats, w’here the compre
helped now—He might as well be that her laughter was more frequent
Of great interest to the 300 000 the International Congress Against from the Protestant and the Roman all but there are some divergences ( cornea.” continues Mr. Campbell. hensive exhibition of the arts of the
shot lor a lion as a lamb—dadgum Then Sam gallantly escorted her to
to Alcoholism with 700 delegates at- Catholic points of view The con- of thought as to the methods to be 1
Argentina will be assembled for the
it howd he gotten into this mess the cleaied space in the center of °uWoor enthusia-$ts
throng
Mechanics
Building
will
be
the
floor,
and
they
danced.
first time in North America. About
anyhow?
tending Germans. Poles. French, elusion was drawn that the ques- Icllowed; some being of the opinion
The Bonneville Expedition
As a result of these meditations,
To the rest of the occupants of the demonstration of birch bark British, o..
sat side by side and took tion cannot be related only
- to the that
___ the
teaching
___ _ - should have a
Capt. B. L. E. Bonneville, U. S. A., three hundred exhibits of contemfrJen(Uy Hussions not as individual because of the social fac- marked
physiological character. on a leave of absence explored, porary painters, etchers, sculptors,
at 7 30 that night, Sam drove Sarah the big dining room Sam and his canGe makln8 by Harry Jordan of
companion
were
just
another
Frt.inw
Eddingtcn
m
who
a
hr,
is
on
*
of
.hthe
,
few
enem
,
es
but
as
fellowtors
which
predominate.
For
those
while
others
would give the social trapped and observed on his expedi- print-makers and water colorists,
down to the Vinoy Park Hotel where
tion through the Rocky mountains
show begins Jan ,6
familiar with thi’ art.
workers in a great cause.
who realize the gravity of the alco- side more prominence.
he left her with a dozen or so of middleaged ccuple mildly celebratand
™
,h
.
e
-^
aC
‘
L
C
C
°,
aSt
fr
°T
1832
six
weeks
—a great gesture thte on
Walter
Arnold,
veteran
trapper
her best woman friends who smiled ing the Chr sttnas holiday, but to
Finland was an ideal meeting b0- problem and who feel their re____________
to 1835. ‘The Adventures of Cap. .. .
a cordial welcome as a preliminary Samoset Jones of Rockland, Me . from Guilford, will exhibit a small place for the Congress, being the sponsibility toward others, total |
tain Bonneville. U. S. A.” was col- lhe Part of Vlrgina to seal the
fortune
ln
furs
which
he
has
Police
records
show
auto
thefts
to the dinner and conversational and Mrs. Jones of parts unknown,
lated and edited by Washington Irv friendship of North and South
Country with the lowest alcohol abstinence becomes a duty,
America.
K. S F.
The importance of the role of the in United States are on the decline. ing.
bridge, which was to follow. This temporarily residing over a garage trapped. Also of interest will be consumption
was a b t cf nick Sam hadn t figured 1 on °ne of St. Petersburg's back al Arnold's typical trapper* camp
leys, it was a big
on. but gos.i. was
welcome!
_ adventure,
__ _spiced
____ Anoth?r Maine authority on trapAfter a bit qf thinking, he parked wi'h clandestine intrigue and flav- ping methods and furs. Fred Fow
his car and hunted up a yellow taxi ®red w*th unaccustomed excitement. ler of Oquossoc. will be on hand.
He was obliged to direct the driver ■ Tbe moments flew by unheeded, He has been widely publicized as
lrom memo y. for Sam hadn't The music was strident: seductive, New England's only dog sled mail
• »
thought to ncte the street address Tb- atmosphere warm and friendly driver.
Whenever guides compete, the
of his lady friend the night before and
Sam had only had the old
He had forgotten, also, to ask her crowd from the barbershop with him members of ,he Maine Ou des As
name. This oversight rather pleased he would gladly have obliged with sociation may be counted on for
Perry i
him for it added a bit of mystery a verse or two of "Sweet Adeline." top-notch performances.
tp the adventu.e which Sam had; Across the room an elderly gentle- Green, world champion woodchop- j
made up his mind to thoroughly en- man' shorn Sam had met at the per: Wallace Soule, Maine s log
joy. Be.ween them. Sam and the taxi, Maine club rose and made his way tolling expert, and doe King, ace
\
driver finally found the house, and over t0 where Sam and his com- cance man. will form the Maine
Sam. feeling like a second rate Panion were resting after an attempt team in Boston's International
Also prominent in
Romeo, climbed the stairs and al Boomps a Daisy wh.ch was not guides meet.
the daily tank programs w.ll be
a howling success.
pushed the bell.
He greeted Sam warmly, and after Herbie Welch of Haines Landing,
Ke hadn’t misjudged her. She
looked trim and as sweet as a basket a moments conversation. Sam in king of fishermen.
When the great Outdoors moves
of Florida oranges when she opened troduced his companion.
"This is Mrs. Jones'., he said cas into Boston, it will be the outdoor
the door, and there was a look of
fans idea of the "Greatest Show
starry expectancy in her eyes which ually.
made Sam feel at least 10 years
"Delighted." said the gentleman on Eartb
ycunger. and caused him to forget Pavely as he greeted Sam’s com=
h s bald spot entirely.
panion.
Then, inexplicably, he rings had me stumped for awhile
In the car rolling up Fourth street locked at Sam. grinned, and softly and I d dn t recognize those fritters
round
labelled
crepes
with the driver sizing up his fare closed one eye. Immediately he going
in bo:ed sophistication, Sam ven- Passed on and was lost in the suizettes either, but I m bound to'
COOLNESS
admit they slipped down easy. I'm
tured the opinion that it might be cr<>wd.
advisable to know each other's "Holy Cats," thought Sam, “now glad Sarah didnt see me dancing
names. When she answered Sam Lve done it. That feller knows however."
got his first laugh of the evening. I Sarah just as well as he knows me.
Mrs. Jones smiled. A smile of
■
EXTRA
'I believe the half witted old rip underslanding not mixed with ad
•'I am Mrs. Jones." she said.
FLAVOR
I thinks I'm double crossing my wife miration. "Sam." she said softly,
"No, ’ said Sam. "Not really?'
"But I am.' she replied, with Just —*'ait 'till I see him again—
"you told me once I couldn't fool
He must have been thinking aloud you—well, you can't fool me either.
a shade of asperity ln her voice.
because Mrs. Jones, the second, Your Sarah is a lucky woman and
“What's odd about that?"
"Oh. nothing, I guess." Sam stopped gaz.ng dreamily at the IU bet she knows it too. Where is
>«f
chuckled." They get around, these dancers long enough to remark she tonight, home?”
THE CENTURY READY TO "HIGHBALL,” as they say in railroading! Engineer
Joneses. You can call me Sam".
vaguely.
“No, she's over to the Vinoy Park
Walter L Bronson (above) swings up into the cab of Number 5449, one of the big
F fteen minuets later Mr. and “What did you say?”
hotel playing bridge and she's just
Hudson type locomotives which flash at 80 miles an hour across the landscape be
Mrs. Jones alighted from their yel- j “I ain’t said half I’m going to,” as happy over there as you are over
tween New York and Chicago in a day-in, day-out epic of modern railroad speed.
'ow :axlcab and entered tlie Mirobar , tepled Sam savagely. “But not to- here. When she hears about this
cccktail leunge in the Swanee; night. “You having a good time?" little party of ours she'll pretend
N\y JOB IS
Hotel Tiie Swanee hotel is at "Listen," said Mrs. Jones earnest- she won’t ever be able to hold up
ERE’S EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOL
least five long blocks from the ly. "I’m doing right now, what I've her head again, 'count of my beNESS, AND EXTRA FLAVOR. Camels are
V.ncy Park Hotel, where Sarah was wanted to do for years. Many times mg out with you a^d drinking a
SPEEDIn recent laboratory tests,
playing bridge, and Sam was tak I’ve passed this place and heard and ' bottle of champagne. She'll likely
slower-burning. They have thoroughbred quality
CAMELS burned 25% slower
ing no chances.
seen people enjoying themselves ' call you a des.gning female and I ll
than the average of the 15
through and through. Finer, more expensive tobaccos
BUT /V\y SMOKE IS
Here in the Mirobar, at a little like this, and then gone home i be a philandering old fool. But
other of die largest-selling
are used, in the first place. And these choice tobaccos
table in frent of the glittering bar, jand cried myself to sleep. Maybe (she won't mean a word of it. Pribrands tested — slower than
SLOW-BURNINI
are
combined into a matchless blend. Next time you
any of them. That means, on
surrounfzd by a varied company of!you wouldn't understand it, but a vately she'll be tickled to death to
the average, a smoking plus
smoke a Camel, notice how slowly it burns. That is
Chris mas merrymakers. Sam and j woman needs an evening like this have something to twit me about,
equal to
his starry eyed companion laid the ionce in a while in order to feel that She knows me and I know her. and
CAMELS
your clue to true cigarette enjoyment—the "extras” of
foundation for an expansive eve- j she's something more than a drudge.' I ain't worrying.”
mildness, coolness, flavor — and — extra smoking in
n r.g It wasn't much, a couple Old You may be playing Santa Claus "I reckon the both of you are
every
cigarette. Camels burned 25% slower than any
Fashions and a few hors d'oeuvres, tonight but I m living ... I only ’ lucky Luckier than I ever was.
hope you re having half as good a; Well, there isn’t anything I can say.
other cigarette in recent tests (details at right). You'll
time."
I'm already to go home now if
always rejoice over the day you switched to Camels!
"Oh I'm getting on all right,” said you're ready."
Sam. "I surprise myself sometimes, Obediently Sam rose and together
but if you're having a good time. they wended their way through the
jlm satisfied. I don’t believe though j na: row aisles between the tables,
| you'd like this hullaballoo for a ! away from the dancing couples, past,
TAKING IT EASY, Engineer Bronson says: "No
SLOW BURNING—
(steady diet any more'n I would j little groups of merrymakers gath- j
FAST BURNINO—
speed for me in my cigarette. That slower-burning
Need Mere Then “Just Salve'*
protects natural
I ve got a friend up in Bangor who ered in intimate and jolly celebra- (
creates hot flat
To Relieve DISTRESS!
feature makes sense to me. I’ve been a Camel smoker
qualities that
To quickly relieve chest cold misery and once told me if ever there was a tion and out into the moonlit rataste in smoke...
for years. I know Camels are milder and always
mean mildness,
iT^«*MORE?h^!j,“td*ttlveV?i^ l(time he liked wo°dchuck. it was diance of the southern night,
ruins delicate
taste swell. And—on the side—I don’t object a bit
thrilling taste,
need a warming, soothing "counter- when he was hungiy. That's the
They didn t go home. Not imflavor, aroma...
to getting those extra smokes per pads.’*
fragrance ... a
BgO
Jrrtt«.f"likegoodqld
r.li.l.l.Mu.t.role way r fee, about (hese nighu.luhs, mediately. for Sam had thought up
—used by milTiona for over 30 years.
cooler smoke...
Musterole penetrates the outer layers cafes and such things. If ever a scheme to leave his companion
of the skin and helps break up local con there is a time I enjoy ’em. it's when ' with a little money, which he knew
gestion and pain. 3 strengths: Regular,
!she would refuse If he offered it.
Children's (mild) and Extra Strong, 40f. I ain't had any for some time."
Copjrrllht. 1940. R. J Reynoldi Tob. Co,
“Now don’t you go getting alarmed i Therefore they went to the dog
Winston-Salem. N. C.
for fear I'm not where I want to j races and when she won $22.50 from
be. I don't know when I’ve had a a two-dollar bet Sam mande for her,
better meal than the one we just, Sant was even more surprised than
polished off. That fried pate de I she was.
Than A Mustard Plattar I foi gras and French fried onion I
- G. H, R,
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